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Distinguished
profs awarded

The Stainless Steelers on their way to victory against the UNH Wildcats in the Field House.(Charle
Smith Jr., photo.)

By Kris Lenfest
Dr. John C. Rouman, profes_sor of Classics, and Dr. Robert
F. Barlow, professor of Economics and Administration, will be
this year 's recipients of the
UNH Alumni Distinguished
Teaching Award, according to
Polly Daniels, assistant director
of the Alumni Association.
The award, which allows
students , faculty, and alumni
to nominate teachers they feel
are outstanding, was set up as
a means of honoring distinguished teachers and providing
encouragement and an incentive
for excellence in their fields .
Rouman and Barlow were
chosen on the basis of their
outstanding qualities as teachers
and their abilities to challenge
and arouse interest in their
students.
Both Rouman and Barlow
will receive $1500 and a certificate at the Honors Convocation
on May 5.
To award the honor, a committee of nine people including
faculty, students, and alumni

House (environmental), Eaton
(creative arts), Hall (outdoor
living), and Marston House
(formerly foreign language, now
personal awaren~ss) each house
about 50 students.
·
The dorm residents plan and
carry out activities, projects,
trips and presentations, according to the dorm theme.
But although students who
say they want to return to the
dorms are exempt from the
housing lottery, only a small
percentage will return, says
Woodruff House resident
Louise Proctor.
"It's not unusual for the
numbers to be low one year for
any one particular dorm," Bischoff said.
But low numbers mean students who might otherwise live
in regular dorms are placed in
the minis.·
"Ideally we wouldn't place
anyone there that didn't indicate
interest, but sometimes the
people we do place there turn
out to be the most ardent
supporters," Bischoff said. -"For
others it doesn't work out at all
and .they leave."
"We have 20 students at the
most that want to be here,"
Proctor said. "Most drop-ins
(students placed there) leave

DISTINGUISHED, page 22

Barton
to get
addition

By David Olson
The New Hampshire Fast
Track Capital Spending Bill,
which includes the proposal for
a $2.3 million addition to Barton
after first semester, but some dorms, each student must do an Hall, was signed yesterday by
stay because it is easier to get "addendum," or three hour Governor John Sununu, said
a single here than anywhere else project, per semester. Students Gene Savage, vice chancellor
on campus," she said.
of the University Systems ReIn order to live at the mini MINI DORMS, page 20
lations office.
The Barton Hall proposal has
been in the legislative process
for over a decade. With Governor Sununu's signature, it_
becomes the first state-funded
academic building for the University in over fifteen years.
"The funding has been approved," said Savage, "bids will
be going out. to contractors
immediately."
The bill had passed through
the House and Senate in late
February but the Senate added
an amendment forcing the bill
back to the House for reapproval. The House did not
approve the re-submitted proposal, said Thompson School
Director Lewis Roberts.
This forced a meeting of the
Committee of Conference to
attempt to resolve the differences. The Committee resolved
the differences in early April,
said Savage.
"It's a long time coming," said
Roberts, "working on something for so long and having it
The mini dorms are working on their image and hope to attract become a reality by a signature
on a piece of paper was a
new students. (Charles Smith Jr., photo.)
thrilling experience."

Space not a problem at the mini dorms
By Michelle Bolduc
The UNH mini dorms may
not fill up every year with
students who choose to live
there, but current residents say
they love their housing, and
won't let a negative reputation
or rumors scare them away.
"In the last four years the
mini dorms ~ave become very
unpopular for the majority of
students," Richardson House
resident Drew Horton said.
"The President (Gordon Haaland) doesn't like the mini
dorms and wants to do away
with them," he said.
But Carol Bischoff, residential
life director, says there's nothing
to worry about.
"Before that could happen
(closing the dorms) a task force
would be set up to study the
present situation and that isn't
being done now," Bischoff said.
"There are so many positive
things about the minis; we have
no intention of dropping them,"
she said. "We support them and
are very pleased with them."
The five "minis" located in
Area III below Williamson Hall,
were built in 1976 to provide
"community living." Each has
a specific theme assigned to
them. Richardson House (poli tiral awareness), Woodruff

began reviewing the 107 nominations in early fall. Full-time
teaching faculty members who
had taught at UNH for a minimum of three consecutive years
were eligible for nomination.
Rouman, when first told he
had received the award, said he
remembered feeling proud and
surprised. "I think it's great,
but I don't know if it's deserved."
"This is my twentieth year
at UNH and I've developed a
lot of my own theories about
teaching. I consider it very
important, and I was proud to
be chosen.
Barlow, the second recipient
of the award, was unavailable
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US pol icie s res pon sib le for Nic ara gua n pro ble ms

By Kelly Anderson
Noam Chomsky did not talk
about ruthless massacre s by
Salvador an death squads or
terrorist attacks by the Contras
in Nicaragua.
Instead, in a brilliantl y clear
argumen t presente d yesterday
in Johnson Theater, Chomsky
explained why US foreign policy
is purposel y responsi ble for
subhuma n living condition s and
seemingl y ineffecti ve wars in
Central America and much of
the rest of the world.
"All of US history flows from
a fixed geo-polit ical position, "
Chomsky explained.
This position , exhibite d in

Greece in 194.7, South Vietnam

ing it that way," he said.
In this policy of "maintain ing
disparity ," human rights, the
establish ment of true democracies, and raising living standards become irrelev ant,
Chomsky said.
In Latin America , "we support police states to protect 'our'
raw materials from indigenou s
peoples who might try and steal
them," he said.
"To mobilize US public opinion, we scream 'The Russians
are coming! ' It works like a
charm," Chomsky said.
The US governm ent defines
any country that doesn't con- '
tribute to the western industrial
economy or who is committe d
to the welfare of its people as
"commun ist," Chomsky said.
"These countrie s are not
necessar ily commu nist-but
they will be Soviet allies by the
time we're finished with them,"
he said.

in the 1960's, and Central America in the 1980's is less than
flattering.
·
The US emerged from World
War II with enormou s global
power, and subsequently created
a plan in which the whole
Western Hemisph ere, Western
Europe, Asia, and the Mid-East
Chomsky said the US purbecame its "grand area," stra- posely drives countrie
s like
tegically necessary in terms of Nicaragu a to the Soviet
Union
control, Chomsky said.
"so that we will have an excuse
In the US, where 50 percent to carry out the attack
we are
of the world's wealth is owned going to carry out anyway."
by 6.3 percent of its populatio n,
Another importa nt motive
foreign policy is aimed at "keep- behind US foreign policy
is the

"Domin o Theory,· · Chomsky
said. He distinguis hed between
"the version of the theory that
Reagan believes -that Ho Chi
Mihn is going to get in a canoe
and land on Long Beach" and
the version in the minds behind
our policies. The second version
of this theory holds that the "rot
(of social and economic <level- '
opment) will spread," he said.
It is the "rot will spread" idea
that explains the "savage voracity with which we attack
marginal countries " like Grenada and Laos, Chomsky said:
He also talked about the
inability of the American people
to recognize the problems with
cheir governm ent 's policies,
which he termed a "subservience to power that makes
dictators turn green with envy."
He says the press, too, has failed
to expose corrupt US government policy, as in Vietnam.
The reasons Chomsky gives
for this silent support are what
distinguishes.his argumen t from
a classic conspira cy theory"We (coopera te with the system) to get ahead, and then we
believe the rationale so that we
can live with our consciences,"
he said.

Peo ple sha re sam e grammar
By Marc Micciche
Perspecti ves on Knowled ge and
By the time a child speaks his Use of Language."
first words he possesses almost
Spauldin g Life Sciences Cencomplet e knowled ge of how ter room 135 swelled with an
languag e works. Languag e over-cap acity crowd of nearly
seems to follow a universa l 400 who came to hear Chomsgramma r, accordin g to MIT ky's views as part of the LinProfessor Noam Chomsky.
guistics Colloqui um sponsore d
"There are many theories by the Interdepa rtmental Comabout what language is. These mittee on Linguistics.
are very often disputed ," said
He is consider ed one of the
Chomsky yesterday afternoo n foremost linguists
in the world:
in a lecture entitled "Curren t
In recent years people in the

field of generati ve gramma r
have tried to fuse the study of
language and the study of the
mind and knowledge to develop
a theory of what language is and
-how we use it.
-· Noting characteristics of creative language use, Chomsky
listed language aspects that are:
random, appropri ate, and coherent. Previous linguists have
said that knowledge of language
is a complex habit ~ystem,

M.I.T. Professo r Noam Chomsk y addresses students in the
Field House.(D avid Drouin photo)
1

acquired by training and is used Linguists left the habit theory
by habit. This school of thought for one that considere d language
holds that new speech is formed an "internal ized computat ional
by analogy.
system of rules."
"Norma l use of language
He cites a type of black box
requires utterance s which have known as the language faculty,
no model," Chomsky said, re- thought to exist in the brain,
futing former linguists' claims. which is responsib le for human
This is the basis for language 's language. The language faculty
creativity. ·
would be similar to other brain
Chomsky stressed a "shift of structures , such as the visual and
focus" that happened in linguistic thought in the mid-1950's. LINGO, page 12

NEWS IN BRIEF
Stee r trial jury read y
Jury selection was complete d yesterday in Strafford
Superior Court in the trial of a Rocheste r businessman accused of ~unning a teen-age prostitu tion
ring in the Seacoast area.
The 15-mem ber jury was chosen to heard the
case of David Steer, 42, who is facing charges of
prostitu tion, feloniou s sexual assault and child
pornogra phy in the case.
The case, which is expected to last at least two
. weeks, received widespre ad publicity after Steer
and seven other area men charged as custome rs
of the alleged ring were arrested last fall.

Iron Man /Iron Wom an
race hits NH
The fifth annual Land and Lake Triathlon, will
be held on Sunday, May 19, at Clough State Park
in Weare, NH. Race time is at 1 pm.
The Triathlon consists of a 4 mile cross-cou ntry
run, a 2 mile canoe race, and an 8 mile cross-country
bicycle course, all within the State Park. Teams
of two will compete in the four categorie s: Men's,
Women's , Mixed, and Over 35. The Iron Man/ Iron
Woman competit ion is for those individua ls who
want to complete the whole course alone. Trophies
will be handed out at the end of the race.
Registra tion is limited to 150 teams, and the
. entry fee is $5 per person. Participa nts must register
by noon race day.
For more informa tion, send a self addresse d
stamped envelope to: West Manches ter's Lion's
Club c/o 62 Milford Street, Manchest er, NH, 03102.

Kan garo o Atta cks Two
at BBQ
A large red kangaroo , about 5 feet 9 inches tall,
bit Wayne Schimdt, 40, and his daughter , Katie,
12, and repeatedl y came after guests at a barbecue
until one of them hit it over the head with a post
and killed it.
Witnesse s said the kangaroo jumped out of the
nearby brush into the yard during a party last Tuesday
in Narngulu , 225 miles north ot Perth. They said
the kangaroo grabbed Katie with its paws and bit
her on the head and ear after chasing a group of
screamin g children around the yard.
The elder Schimdt was bitten twice on the arm
and had his shirt and trousers badly ripped as _he
fought the kangaroo to free his daughter.
Kevin Hipper, a party" guest, said he and other
men dragged the animal off the grounds by its tail
but it came back again. At that point "I pulled a
post from the ground and hit it over the head and
killed it," said Hipper.

PNS Y may get toxi c
wast e facility
A public hearing is schedule d for May 15, at
residents ' and municipa l officials' urging, on the
Portsmo uth Naval Shipyard 's applicat ion to
establish a hazardou s waste storage, recycling, and
treatmen t facility on Jamica Island.
Time and place of the hearing have yet to be
announced.
Represe ntatives of the state Departm ent of
Environ mental Protectio n, the federal Environmental Protectio n .Agency, and the state Departm ent
of Marine Resource s, are schedule d to answer
ques~ions at the hearing. .
The shipyard applied for the facility through
the Departm ent of Environm ent. The d_e partment
then sent letters to Kittery and Portsmou th residents
informin g them of the applicati on and requestin g
their input.

Red Cro ss hold s Spri ng
Fling •

Sigm a Phi Ep~i lon gets
hous e

The Durham Red Cross is holding its Spririg Fling
today through Fr!"day from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. The
"Bloomi n' Blood ank", held in the MUB, needs
blood types O-nega ive, O-positiv e, and A-negative.
Today and Thursday ROTC and Stuart Shaines will
hold a spring fashion show at the drive.
Drives held in the state have been decreasin g,
and the state chapter of the Red Cross is predictin g
a 4,000 pint deficit for the year.

The. Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity signed a nine
month lease for three years to have 48 brothers
live in Webster House.
Adam Kornfeld , the fraternity 's presiden t, said.
the $65,000 lease was negotiate d with the owner,
Ernest Cutter,Jr . The three year lease has an option
for an additional three years.
The lease will be paid for through rents from
the brothers living in Webstec House.
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Peace , disarm ament demon stratio n
By Julian Brown
down to their dress. Some young legs peeking out from underMany of those who came out men and women wore their neath in a pair of long johns
to demonstrate for peace and finest tie-dyed tee-shirts, others with a floral print. Spring .was
disarmament Saturday in Con- were dressed a little more here, sort of.
cord were cold in only their conservatively, and some just
Just as the demonstrators'
spring clothes, and they huddled did their own thing. A barefoot dress differed, so did their age~.
against each other for warmth.
UNH student, Terry Slanetz, The very young and the eld~rly
Earlier in the afternoon this could be seen stopping traffic marched with the group. Helen
crowd of about 300 people had for the demoostrators in a King from Wilton, New Hampmarched through Concord's billowing pink cotton skirt, her shire said that she first got
Main Street to Senator Rudman's office and then along
Loudon Street to Senator Gordon Humphrey's (R-NH) offices about a mile away. They
marched past the office buildings and banks of downtown
Concord, and gradually turned
into automotive supply stores,
garages, fast food restaurants,
and finally the residential section where Humphrey's offices
are. At the Headquarters of each
senator, Arnie Alpert of The
American Friends Service Committee described the senators'
"skinflint" voting records towards children and social programs in contrast to their support for the MX missile.
MX stands for missile experimental, a defense-oriented
multi-warhead nuclear missile.
From atop a blue plastic milk
crate, the mustachioed Alpert
gave brief speeches that spoke
of the common causes of the
demonstration: "Should we give
$14 million in aid to the contras?" he shouted, "NO!" re(Left to right) Dave Smith, Bob Belli, Kristen LaCross (child on
sponded the crowd.
join
a pttace march in Concord.(Julian Brown photo.)
The demonstrators represented a diverse crowd, even
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involved in pacifism during A pleasant looking woman, she .
World War II; she is 68 years carried a simple sign made out
old. In a soft voice in the loud of a small white box held
crowd, King said she began together by black tape, it read
protesting nuclear arms when simply "peace-justice." She
the US bombed Hiroshima in objects to nuclear arms simply
because "we have no justificaAugust 1945.
"I remember a picture I think , tion for killing people in any
in Li/e magazine of a child, in war."
When the demonstrators reHiroshima, with no place to go."
turned from their march they
gathered on the sidewalk in
front of the State House where
speeches were made by various

PEACE RALLY, page 24

MVC is
one step
closer

shoulders) and Jessie LaCross

UNH joins nation al studen t lobby
By Kelly Anderson
(USSB) president, who proUNH will become a member posed the act to join the ASA.
of a national student organiza- The organization published
tion. The Student Senate voted several bulletins informing
unanimously Sunday night to schools about student-related
join the American Student As- events on Capitol Hill.
· Lachance ·said he chose the
sociation (ASA).
The ASA, a Washington DC ASA over the United States
based lobbying organization, Student Association (USSA),
represents student interests in a similar organization, because
Congress. Most recently it has it focuses more on students'
concerned itself with govern- direct needs. The USSA represment cuts in student. financial ents students in national affairs,
aid.
such as nuclear disarmament
The ASA is also a good and abortion, he said.
resource, said Doug Lachance,
Schools receive votes within
senator from Williamson and the ASA according to their
University system student body enrollment, he said. UNH,

which fits into the 6,000 to
12,000 enrollment category, will
receive six votes.
Lachance said he will try and
convince Plymouth and Keene
State Colleges to join the ASA
also, so the New Hampshire
university system will be more
coordinated in their responses
to student-related national
issues.
"Not all students are involved
in national affairs, and I don't

Conco rd

think it's fair to involve the
whole student body in something that doesn't concern everyone," Lachance said.
John Davis, student body
president, said ASA helped
Student Rody Vice President
Ted Eynon in dealing with the
problems of getting UNH students registered to vote in
Durham. UNH was not a
member of ASA at the time, said
Davis.
·

By Carrie Keating
The New Hampshire House
voted April 9 to pass the bill
merging Merrimack Valley College with UNH.
House Bill number 640 was
passed by a voice vote and is now
scheduled to be presented before
the Senate Education Committee on Thursday, April 25.
Under the legislation, the
Manchester-based college would
act as a college within the
University, much like the UNH
College of Liberal Arts.
Merrimack Valley College
began in the mid-1960s as
continuing education courses
offered in the Manchester area
by UNH. In 1967 the University
System of New Hampshire
(USNH) Trustees approved
development of the Merrimack
Valley Branch to consolidate and
expand continuing education
in Manchester.
The branch earned independent status in 1976 when a new
facility was constructed adjacent
to Interstate 93. USNH Secretary Arthur Grant said that the
MERRIMACK , page 22

Caboo dle rights
and rules revise d
By Andrea Holbrook
Student Senate took the Caboodle in hand Sunday night and
cleaned the Rights and Rules
closet, changing rules, tightening them up and clarifying
ambiguous passages.
.

fn the footnote to the Preamble, which outlines student
rights and responsibilities, the
line beginning "These declarations also apply to ... " has been
changed to point out the procedures which govern student
grievances against faculty and
staff.

rules are specifically for students. Grievances against nonstudents will be dealt with
differently, Durdan said.
The Caboodle heading "Declaration of Student Rights and
Responsibilities" and "Student
Rules" will now read "Declaration of Student Rights and
Rules ." Durdan said the rationale behind the change is that
it would make the content
consistent with the title on the
Caboodle cover.

Durdan said this would also
allow a student to bring any
"The change specifies that applicable rule in the Caboodle
grievances ·against faculty and to a grievance procedu·re. Presstaff don't go through the ently grievance could only be
judicial system but are dealt with charged if one of the rights on
separately through the grie- responsibilities in the preamble
vance procedure," said Jim was violated, said Durdan.
Durdan, chairperson of the
Student Senate also decided
Judicial Affairs Council. The to change parts of Rule 12.5change further clarifies that the 3 Respect f!)f _QtJi.~!S_. J)l!i:~a.n_
•- • • - • - - - - - • • • Y - • - • - • - • • - - - • - •
,...__.

(Left to right) Tom Lees, Priscilla Todd R.N., and Dave Labrie participate in the blood drive
at the Granite State Room of the MUB.(Charles Smith Jr., photo.)
said the changes wil clarify the
offended students' position
when they want to bring action
against the student who violated
this rule.
The section of this rule dealing with sexual harrassment was
also changed by inserting a

definition of sexual harassment
ta~en directly from the U niversi ty System Policy Manual, to
make it more clear, said Durdan.
The new definition says sexual harrassment is "verbal or
physical conduct or written
communication of an intimidat-

ing, hostile, or offensive nature."
The changes approved by the
Student Senate must also be
sanctioned by the Dean of
Students Off ice before they
become part of next ·year's
Caboodle, Durdan said.
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Openi ngs for 1985-86 .

~

I
/
Student Senate Executive Board Positions

I/

Financia l Affoir~ chairper son·
Health and Human Service chairper son
Students for the University chairper son
Residential Life & Dining Service-c hairpers on - - - - - . Judicial Affairs chairper son
Commu ter Affairs chairper son ·
Academ ic Council chairper son

Applications are available in
the Stu~ent Senate office
Room 130 in the MUB
(these positions are compensate d)

Applicat ions are due by April 26th
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Shop 'n Save is now Martin's
By Francoise von Trapp
The Hanneford Bros. Company, of Portland, Maine has
changed the name of Shop 'N'
Save in Durham to Martin's
Food Center in order to differentiate the store from the Super
Shop 'N' Save in Dover, according to a letter distributed by the ·
company.
Larry Plotkin, Vice President
of Corporate Development for
Hannaford, said the name was
changed for advertising purposes. He said the Shop 'N' Save
advertising was geared for
stores carrying a wider variety
of merchandise.
Plotkin said the Durham
store was undersized and this
type of management was not
an economical system.
The letter said that because
the Shop 'N' Save in Durham
does not offer the same one-stop
conveniences that the Dover
Store does, the name change
would eliminate confusing
them.
The letter also said the Durham store will be offering
weekly specials, whereas the
Dover store will continue its
"every-day-low-prices" policy.
Francis Zimmerman, manager of the Durham store,
refused comment on the subject;
unless it was approved by the
higher officers of the Hanneford
. Co.
There has been speculation
among employees and customers that the name change is
related to the price difference
with the Super Shop 'N' Save
in Dover.
Some students think that
because the Durham store was
not turning a good profit, the
name was being changed to
Martins to be sold with the rest
of the Vermont-based chain.
Mary Jane Brindamour, an
employee at the Durham store,
denied this accusation, and said
the name change had nothing
to do with prices or the chain
being sold.
"They're not trying to scoop
all the dimes from students,"
she said.
A customer, who wished to
remain anonymous, said she had
noticed an increase in the prices.

She was upset with the change
and said she didn't want to be
forced to drive all the way to
Dover to do her shopping.
Plotkin also said there was
no truth to the rumors that the
Martin's chain was being sold,
or that the purpose for the
~hange was to increase prices.
She said when she first heard
the name had changed she was·
sure it was so they didn't have
to offer the same sales. She said
she overheard an employee say
"we're making our own prices
now."
Donna Davis, an employee,
said they were told to tell people
that the reason the name was
changed was because Ha~neford

did not want there to be confusion with the Super stores in
Dover.
Another customer who
wished to remain anonymous
said she only used the Durham
store as a convenience beause
the prices were so much higher.
Another employee, David
Frase, said he had noticed an
increase in prices,. but that had
nothing to do with the change
of the name, adding he didn't
know why the name was
chang~d.
President of the Hanneford
company, Hugh Barrington, and
Senior Vice President of Retail
Operations, Roger Hoyt, were
unavailable tor comment.

Franklin ballroom
to be fitness center
By Chris Wagner
where things will get hot and
The current owners of the heavy. Nautilus machines for
Franklin Theater have an at- the upper and lower body are
traction on the way intended planned, in addition to a room
to increase your pulse rate . full of free weights and life
Opening August 1, 1985 will be cycles, rowing machines and
The Franklin Fitness Center, stair climbers.
Making the place tropical will
a multi-purpose fitness club.
The Franklin, which has be four tanning booths, two
served movies, dances & beer saunas, two hot rubs, and two
to the Durham community for massage booths. The men's
years, may never return to locker room is also upstairs
theater life. Its rows of seats are along with an arcade.
A membership,, described by
being removed and the entire
building is being renovated, the brochure available at the
according to the floor plan Franklin, may be purchased as
displayed in the lobby of the a family, couple, or single and
Franklin. The only portion of will include full use of the
the theater to remain will be exercise facilities, aerobic classes
the stage which will be used for by qualified instructors, and
half-price hot tub and sauna
dance sessions and aerobics.
The facilities are described rentals.
Specials on the membership
in a brochure being distributed
cost are going on now through
by the center.
The ground floor of the the opening in August. A stufitness center will provide pa- dent offer will be $75.00 per
trons with an alternative to the semester, well below the price
town's pizza and burger restau- of a single membership ($50
rants with a non-alcoholic bar initiation .and $25 monthly).
Doug Clark, the center's
and soups-and-sandwiches restaurant. There will also be two general manager, said the dedance floors centered around cision to open the center came
the stage and a women's locker after his employer, Nike Corporation, decided to move from
room on the first floor.
. According to the flyer, upFRANKLIN FITNESS, page 22
stairs on the second floor is

The following intern positions for
fall semester 1985-86 are available:
Stud_
ent Ca~ering Coordinator
Assistant Student
Catering Coordinator
Beverage Manager
Hotel 403 Lab Manager
Food and Beverage Controller
Sales and Marketing Manager

Job descrfptions can be picked
up at the Food Service department in the MUB.
Hotel, Business Administration, T~School
Food Service Management and Culinary
students preferred.
Resumes and letter of intent are d~e by April 26.
Submit them to Jack Hogan in the MUB Food Service
department.
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TUES'DAY. APRIL 16
RED <;:ROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "It's a Spring Fling at the
Bloomm' Blood Drive." Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m.3 p.m.
H_UMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "Romanticism: The
Visual Arts," Margot Clark, Art. Room 216, Hamilton Smith
Hall, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT COLLOQUIUM: "Do We
Know How Others View Us?" David A. Kenny, University
of Connecticut. Forum Room, Dimond Library, 3:30 p.m.
M_USLIM. AND CHRISTIAN DEBATE: . Forum Room
Dimond Library 7 p.m.
'
FACULTY RECITAL: Christopher Kies, piano. Allusions,
Part One, John Rogers; Three Bagatelles, Arthur Berger;
Tonarten, Ross Bauer; a·nd Sonata in A Major (Opus
Postumous), Franz Schubert. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative
Arts Center, 8 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17
,
PREREGISTRATION: Begins for Semester I, 1985-1986.
RTID CROSS DLOOD DRIV.E: "Ir's a .Spring fling ar the
Bloomin' Blood Drive." Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m.3 p.m.
WOMEN'S STUDIES SEMINAR SERIES: "Violence Between
Adult Intimates," Angela Browne. Hillsborough-Sullivan
Rooms, MUB, 12-1 p.m.
INTE~-D~SCIPLINARY ~OUND TABL~: "Why the Gulf
of Marne is So Cold: Physical Oceanography in the Gulf "
Wendell Brown, Earth Sciences. Grafton Room MUB 12:io
p.m.
,
'
BASEBALL: Men vs. Brown, double header. Brackett Field,
1 p.m.
LACROSSE: Men vs. Boston College. Cowell Staduim, 2 p.m.
DOUBLES FOOSBALL TOURNAMENT: Open to faculty,
staff, students and area residents. MUB Games Room, 7 p.m.
Admission $1.
THURSDAY, APRIL 18
RED ~~OSS BL~O[?, DRIYE: "It's Sprin Flin at the
Bloomrn
Blood Drive. Granite State Room , i.tuB '10
3 p.m.
,
a.m.LACROSSE: Women vs. Northeastern. Memorial Field, 3:30
p.m.
CHURCHES IN EASTERN EUROPE: Lecture and slide
presentation, Reverend Christoph Schmauch. HillsboroughSullivan Room, 7 p.m.
FAC1=-JL TY JAZZ _Q_UINTET: John Hunter, bass, Charlie
Jennsion, reeds; Wilfiam J. Reeves, drums; Dave Seiler reeds·
and Pau! yerrette, keyboards. Traditional jazz incorpbrating
electronIC mstruments. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative Arts
Center, 8 p.m.
NOW SOUND EXPRESS: Music played by DJs MUB PUB
8 p.m. Students, $1.
'
'
MUSO FILM: "Where the Buffalo Roam." Strafford Room
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Students $1; Non-Students $2.
'
FRIDAY, APRIL 19
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "It's a Spring Fling at the
Bloomin' Blood Drive." Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m.3 p.m.
SOFTBALL: Women vs. Holy Cross, double header, Field
House, 3 p.m.

Career Planning Course
For Credit
*A 2 credit Career Planning Course for UNH Undergraduates
*Offered for the Fall Semester of 1985-86
.*Learn how to integrate career and educationalgoals
*Freshmen and Sophomores encouraged to enroll
*Begin early career planning to aid in choosing a major
*Course Title: Carer Planning Course Number: DCE599C
*Open to both degree and non-degree undergraduates
*Listed in the Fall }85 Time & Room Schedule under "Division
of Continuing Education}}
*Open to both degree and non-degree candidates.

______________________________ Re_gistration===============Students may register for the Career Planning
Course through the standard course pre-registration
form and procedures. Special students (non-degree)
will register through the Division of Continuing
..
Education
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NOTICES
ACADEMIC
CENTRAL AMERICAN POLITICS ,COURSE:
(Political Science 651) offered next fall semester.
This course is NOT for students who have taken
Central American Politics previously ,~, it:h Prof.
L. Binford or Prof C. \X:'irth.
CLUBS AND ORGANIZA TIONS .
WOMEN'S COMMISSI ON s,EEKS ~~w
MEMBERS: The UNH President s Commiss10n
on the Status of Women is seeking new members
for the Commission beginning June 1985. Responsibilities include attending bi-weekly ':Ileetings,
and participating in Com1:1ission Committee work
and activities. Membership terms are one to two
years . Current openings_ are for two fac~lty
representatives, one operatmg staff r_ef'resentattve,
one graduate student, one non-tradit10n al undergraduate student, and two _undergr~duate students.
If interested or for more mformatton contact the
Commission at 862-1058 by Friday, April 26.
CHRISTIAN SCIUNCD ORGr\NIZr\ TION MEET- .

INGS: Mondays, Rockingham Room, Memorial
Union, 12:15 to 1 p.m.
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEETINGS: Tuesdays, Room 325, Horton, 12:30 p.m.
Everyone welcome.

SLIDE SHOW/TAL K "FIGHTING WESTERN
FOREST FIRES": Sponsored by Forestry Club.
Tuesday, April 16, Room 109, Pettee Hall, 7 p.m.
CAMPUS GAY ALLIANCE GENERAL MEETING: Tuesday, April 16, Philip Hale Room, Paul
Arts, 7 p.m. new people's orientation, 7:30 p.m.
meeting. For more information, write: CGA, Room
126, Memorial Union.
SUMMER HORSEBAC K RIDING SIGN-UP:
Sponsored by Animal Science Department. Open
to Faculty, staff, grads and undergrads. Credit and
non-credit. $75 special fee due at sign-up on Tuesday,
April 16, Light Horse Classroom, 8 a.m. See DCE
summer catalog (non-credit section) for info on
times or call 862-1171.
TA VOLA ITALIAN A: Practice your conversational
ski1ls. Wednesdays, Room 102, Murkland, noon.
All are welcome.
RECREATIO NAL GYMNASTIC S ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: For all men and women who
would like to participate in gymnastics for fun
and exercise. No previous experience is necessa~y.
Wednesday, April 17, Carroll Room, Memortal
Union, 7 p.m.
NEW TESTAMENT CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Wednesdays, Room 310, McConnell,
7:30.
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZAT ION MOVIE SERIES: Friday the 13th 'the original' movie.
Wednesday, April 17, Catholic Student Center,
7:30 p.m. Free.
LATIN AMERICAN FILM SERIES: "NicaraguaNo Pararan" a balanced view of the Sandanista
revolution id Nicaragua. Thursday, April 18, Room
110, Murkland 7 and 9 p.m. $2 admission.
NEW GAMES: Sponsored by New Hampshire
Outing Club. Everyone is invited to a day of "N~w
Games" on the lawn between T-Hall and Dementt.
You have to play to understand the games. Dress
for play, stay as long as yo-µ can, a?d bring a water
bottle if you'd like. Saturday, Apnl 20 from 12:30
to 4 p.m. Sign up outside Room 129, NHOC Off1Ce,
Memorial Union, 2-2145.
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Saw yer whiffleball
aids can cer batt le

WEEKEND BIKING TOUR "RIVERS OF CENTRAL VERMONT": Sponsored by NHOC. Friday
evening, April 26 to Sunday, A_pril 28. Sign-_up
sheet and information on tour is posted outside
By Christina Felix
Dining Hall.
Outing Club Office._Final me~ting, ~ednesday, .,,., Sawyer
Hall
will
host
its
Katie Spedero, a Sawyer Hall
April 24, NHOC Off1Ce, Memonal U~10n, 4 p.m.
· seventh annual wiffleball ma- volunteer, said "there is a lot
CAREER
rathon to benefit The Ronald of energy being put into the
AFTER LIBERAL AR TS, WHAT?: Sponsored by
McDonald House in Brookline, marathon, probably about three
Career Planning & Placement. Worksh_ops _for
Ma. next week.
quarters of the dorm is acti~e.
Liberal Arts undergraduate s to assess their skills,
The 72 hour marathon will I've found no problem with
interests and values. Participate in panel of LA
hegin at noon, Thursday, April getting people in Sawyer to do
employers and recent LA gradua~es. Strength~n
decision making skills for making career/ life
25 and go until 3 p.m. on Sunday, the work."
choices. Tuesdays, April 16, 23, and 30, Belknap
April 28. The marathon will
Spedero said Sawyer residents
Room, Memorial Union, 7 to 8:30 p.m. For
take place behind Sawyer Hall.
have
earned $ 1000 to $1500
information, call Marge Lawton, 862-2010.
The Ronald McDonald House each year from the marathon.
. RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career Planhouses a number of children Their goal is $1500 for this year;
ning and Placement. Wednesday, April 17, Room
undergoing cancer treatments Spedero said.
203, Huddleston, 1:30 to 4 p.m.
in Boston and their parents.
There will be a few bands and
INTERVIEW ER COMMENTS REVIEW: SponMoney can be donated by a DJ outside of Sawyer Hall
sored by Career Planning and Placement. Thursday.
hourly pledge.:, OJ. fla.l uuua.duu::,. uuring d1c: u1a1ad1u11, ::iai<l SpedeApnl 18, Room 203, Huddleston, 1:30 to 4 p.m.
Any person who pledges three ro. Team players consist only
HEALTH
cents or more an hour gets a of Sawyer Hall residents; each
WORKSHOP ON "BODY IMAGE AND YOU":
chance to guess the winning team plays in two-hour shifts.
Sponsored by Health Education, Health Services.
score for a prize worth $50. On
Workshop will explore the influences of the media
R.A. Becky Sullivan said "all
upon our personal body image. Monday, April 22,
Monday April 22, a table for we need now is people to act on
McLaughlin, 7:30 p.m.
sponsors will be set up on the the pledges that they have said,
COMPUTER SERVICES
first floor of the MUB, and next because it really is for a good
·
Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
week a table will be in Stillings cause."
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. _All_ co~rses are
A great new book from HUMANinteraction
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise md1Cated.
Subtle winning ways to tell someone they like youl
BEGINNING 1032 (VMS) -1,2: System 1032 is
a data base management program available under
VAX/VMS. Participants are taught to store and
update records in a computer file and to produce
simple reports from this data. Prerequis~tes :
Beginning VAX/VMS editor. Tuesday, Apnl 23
and Thursday April 25 from 10 a.m. to noon. Fee
is $6.
LASER PRINTER DEMONSTR ATION: Digital
Equipment Corporations LNO3 Laser ~rint~r is
a fast; quiet, compact, tabletop, letter-quality pn':1-ter
which prints up to 150 printable characters ma
variety of font styles. It works in a number of DEC
operating system environment s for both word
processing graphics software packages. Thursday,
••••••• if you want a date for Friday.
April 25, Stoke Classroom, 1:30, 2:30 and 3:30
p.m.
Nothing attracts people to each other
like certain subtle signals. YOU can
LARGE SYSTEMS SEMINAR SERIES: Series
learn what they · are and how to use
focuses on software for the UNH mainframe and
tnem •••• with CONFIDENCE ~make somemini computers: the DEClOs, VAXs, and PRIMEs.
one feel you're special. Benefit as
The emphasis is on new DEClO software programs
you enjoy reading of the first-hand
and features. Prior knowledge of computing or
experiences of others, like yourself,
. programming languages usually is assumed. System
trying to attract someone they like •
1032 (VMS) for System 1022 Programmers is the
o, you don't have to be beautiful,
topic of the April 19 seminar. Programmers will
wealthy, popular or unique in any way
be taught the principles necessary to convert from
••.• these tested winning ways do work
working in System 1022 to System 1032. Beginning
for everyone willing to try them.
experience in using the VMS operating system
We know how you feel about first encounters. Maybe you
is assumed. Friday, April 19 from 2 to 4 p.m.
are afraid to approach someone -- scared yqu will be
GENERAL
rejected, or worse yet, laughed at or put down. PerFIRESIDE EXPERIENC E PROGRAM: Taking
haps
you're missing your chance to meet someone that
applications for leadersh_ip J?OSitions. next s_e mester
you find interesting because you don't know the right
through April 22 . Applications available m Dean
way to go about it. Worry no more.
of Student's Office, Huddleston.
ROCKCLIM BING DAY FOR BEGINNER
"HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY" was written especially
CLIMBERS: Sponsored by Fireside Experience
for you to overcome these fears and to give you
Program. Sunday, April 28, Pawtuckaway State
new self-assuran ce. Discover how to make shyness
Park, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., $5 charge. Sign ups begin
work for you. Know why "acting out of character"
Tuesday, April 16, Dean of Student Affairs,
is always the wrong thing to do. Learn how to use
Huddleston. 20 positions on a first come first serve
the "verbal handshake" technique plus many more
basis.
subtle approach ideas you have yet to think of.
Read how a mere glance, scent or smile can ignite
a relationship and be sure
that you're using them the
right way.(You'll know you
H<>WTO
know how!) Chapters also
· uncover many sensitive areas '
no one ever tells you about
- but we tell it like it is •.••
with humor and warmth. If ever
you've wanted someone you like
to "want to" know you then
this book is a must! You won't
put it down t i l ~ finished.

HowTo

ON

MoNoAv

JlfrtMooDAv

-- -·

"Hi!"

Box 1091, Shalimar, FL 32579
Please send a copy of HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY in a
plain envelope.(g reat gift item!) My payment of
$9.95 (plus $1.05 postage and handling) is enclosed. I may return the book anytime within ten
days of delivery for a full refund . . I Check enclosed

I

I

~le::,~h,c~~

10
. : Visa

II I I I l I I I I I I I I I I i

Signature

Exp date

I

II

Name

Ll -. -- -- dress
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.

·

State_ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ ,
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Ba bu shk as run So vie t soc iet y
By Andrea Holbroo k
Day in the Life of Ivan and
The heat in Leningra d rises Natasha as Perceive d by John
from the pavemen t. A young and Mary)" Friday night at the
woman sits on a cool rock in a · New England Center.
Fleszar used slides and . a
park in the center of the city.
A babushka sidles up to her and Russian vocabulary list to illussays, "You'd better not sit there. trate the misconce ptions AmerIt isn't good. You'll have female icans have about Russian Soviet
problem s for the rest of your society and the split nature of
·
life." The young woman ignores the society.
"The Russian Soviet Union
her so the babushka takes hold
of her, dragging her away and · is a dichotom y, old and new,
commun ist and bourgeois, athscolding all the while.
"Everyth ing is everyone 's eistic and religious , secretive
business," said Aleksand ra Fles- and open," said Fleszar. A
zar. "The babushka system is student visiting the Soviet Unvery importan t to Russian so- ion will say "Russian s are warm,
ciety. They are the babysitte rs, open, great hosts, have fun,"
the streetswe epers. They bring one day and the next say, "rude,
up the entire society." Babushka crude, pushy, cold, (and,) unmeans "grandm other" and the friendly."
The babushk as, many of
little old women are every·
are widows of World War
whom
said.
she
where,
Fleszar , coordin ator of II, raise the children, instilling
UNH' s Russian departme nt and Russian values i'n the youngsthe Universi ty's summer ex- ters. Later, these children bechange program in Leningra d, come teens capable of earning
spoke in a lecture titled "Daily $50,000 a year in the Black
Liff' in the Soviet Union (One Market. They dress _i_n anything
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Spe ndin g You r
Su0 1·m er

not of Soviet manufac ture and
listen to Michael Jackson and
the Beatles, she said.
Fleszar said an America n
. dealing with the Soviet Union
is faced with the unpredictable.
Dependin g on the person, agency, and the particula r button one
pushes, one can get differen t
reactions . "Russian s may seem
unpredic table but in reality, I
think they are very predictable,
you must know what you're
looking for and which button
· to push," she said.
"People in the United States
know very little about Russia
but the Russians know a lot
········· ·
about America ," said Fleszar. . ········· ········· ········· ········· ········· ·········
AmerRussians know popular
ican literature , music, and the
latest in jeans, but not one
person in the room could name
w.•.••• ••••••• •••••..- •I • .•.•••• ••• •••••••w.w,-w.-,-•.w
a popular Russian rock star or ,...w.v.w.
current novelist when Zieszar
asked.
She said if you asked the man

i\tl;i,~iif:l iDurham?

!!!!!!!!!!\!!~llllf1t:i;~l!

BABSHK A, page 20
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ApnI 1 6 - 2 3
DISCOVER OUR UNH STARS
the 4th annual
Student Talent ShOW
Friday , April 19, 8-11 p.m.
MUB Pub

B CAFETERIA
lunch for you .
MU
Let us prepare

Wor ried abou t a college loan?

CHE CK OU T THE NEW GI BILL
AN D
NEW ARMY COLLEGE FUN D
If you qualify, you can receive up to $25,200 for
college and up to $8,000 in cash bonuses
A two year enlistm ent can get you $17,00 0; three years $22,80 0; and
four years $25,200. Sign up now under the Delayed Entry Program and
start training this summer. For more information call:
742-3702.

Be America's front line of defense
Be a solider

· ARMY, BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

April 16
Wine sauce
. Wh·te
Tues d aY,
1
•
A aragus with
de Potato Chips
sp
Homerna
.
Gazpacho
sour cream Apple Pie
Wednesday, April 17
Teriyaki Chicke~ Potato Soup
Green Bean an
carrot Cake
8
Thursday, April 1
Vegetable Stew
Baked Cherry Tomatoes
Leek soup
Peach Snow
Monday, April 22
sweet n' sour Pork
Fried cauliflow er
Cold Fruit Soup
Melon Balls with· Contreau
PISTAC HIO'S ICE CREA
Tuesday is sundae\
. '
Buy one sundae,
the second is half pnce.

M SHOPPE

. weekdays, 1 a.m.-11 p.m.
m
Hours.
weekend s 3 p.m.- 11 p. ·
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Co_m mut ers get _s ena te boa rd
By Catarina de Carvalho
The Student Senate passed
a bill Sunday night that would
divide the judicial and commuter
affairs council into two separate
councils.
The Commuter Affairs Council which will go into full effect
with next year's administratio n,
will have four new subcommittees which will respond

directly to commuter interests
and affairs.
The division of the Judicial
and Commuter Affairs Council
into two separate councils will
increase the productivity of each
council by being able to deal
directly with specific issues, said
Robin Price, ad hoc- committee
chairperson.
Price, who proposed the bill,

said the purpose of the new
committee was to assign snidents to effectively deal with
specific areas that concern commuter students.
Although the council will not
come into full effect until next
year, Senate members have
already been appointed to deal
with commuter issues, and have
jurisdiction to look into any
areas that specific subcommittees will cover next year.
This year's committee
members are Sarah Olson, Win
Smith, Cris Surette, Tracy Cronin and chairperson Robin Price.
The four sub-committ ees are:
•The Parking and Transpori tation Subcommitt ee, dealing
with Public transportatio n serApril 17th thru April 'Jr:;th - - - - -- vices, Public ~atety issues and
parking.
~ • The Landlord-Te nant Relations Subcommitt ee, dealing
with landlord and tenant issues.
Vegetarian Omelet: 2 large Farm Fresh Eggs
i •Commuter Transfer Center
with freshly sauteed onion, green pepper,
Advisory Committee which is
mushroom with tomato and cheese,
~ responsible for the campus
toast, and tea or coffee .......... 2.89
i mediation project, transfer
orientation projects and other
Transfer projects.
i Commuter
• The Special Interests Subcommittee will focus on Greek Durham residents join students to raise money for 'CROP:
interests, non-traditio nal stuChicken Cutlet dinner with mashed
(Charles Smith Jr., photo.)

i·-----· -------- --·----· -----·-- -------- 1
· Young 's Restaurant
1
i
48 Main St.
\
Durham , NH
i
868-2688
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Breakfast Seecial

i
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l

i
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Dinner Special

potatoes, tossed salad, cranberry sauce,
ana roll.......... $3.15

Come in and try our Delicious
Homemad e Croissants. Have them Plain or
try them with Ham, Egg and Cheese or
for lunch try them with Ham and Cheese
Hot from the broiler

Ii

i
i
i

COMMUTERS, page 24

i
i
i
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The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. ou·r offices are located in R.oom
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N .H. 03824. Busmess
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
immediately. POSTMASTER : send address changes to The New Hampshire,
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
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Celebrating_ tke

Goddess

a works hop in
Creative Empow ermen t

Karen Smiley, an acclaimed visual artist, presents a slide
show/ lecture which helps women heal the self-doubt that
comes from being excluded from history books and other
forms of scholarship by reclaiming the artistic achieveme nts
of our foremothers.

at
Thurs., April 18
4:00-6:00 p.m.
Forum Room - Library

sponsored by: UNH Women's Center
Women 's Studies Program

"It's a Spring Fling
at Bloomin' Blood Drive"

'

on
Monday April 15th th~~ugh
April 19th
10-3

.:·

,,.. .~, ;

\:-., ( '

MUB

c,.
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Hatc h, well- know n NE artist, UNH prof, retir es
By Annamaria Formichella
Professor of Art John Hatch
had two important companions
with him as he spoke across his
kitchen table. The first was his
wife, Maryanna, whom he married in 1946. "We're a team,"
he said. The second was a pad
of paper, on which he doodled
while he spoke. "I feel very
insecure without a piece of
paper."
Hatch has been teaching art
at UNH since 1949. This year,
as he celebrates his thirty-fifth
anniversary as a University
Professor here, he will retire.
As an artist, Hatch will never
retire. He is one of the most
well-known names in New
England art. His work is displayed in the Community

department was only seven
years old. Only about 4500
students attended the university"
said Mrs. Hatch.
He said, "I took one look at
the place and thought, 'this is'
a nice place to live for a couple
of years.' I never taught before.
I was really green-fresh out of
college."
The Hatches lived in the
housing for married students,
which consisted of wooden
barracks. In 1952, they found
a house on Mill Road, and have
been there ever since. "We'll
stay, for now, in this house,"
he said.
Hatch's lack of experience in
teaching did not hinder him,
though. In the years he has
taught at UNH, he has become

Church in Durham and the

uut:: uf d1t:: 111uM wit.ldy 1c:,pcctcd

Durham Town Off ices. His
paintings and drawings are a
part of the permanent collections in the Currier Gallery in
Manchester, the Pennsylvania
Academy in Philadelphia, and
the Portland Museum, to name
only a few.
Hatch is 65 years old, and his
retirement plan requires that
he stop teaching after this
school year. He said he doesn't
mind. In fact, he is looking
forward to it. He will, however,
miss the kids.
"I really do like the students,"
he said. "I take them seriously.
I assume they want to learn."
When Hatch arrived in Durham 3 5 years ago, the art

teachers in the school.
"He's very flamboyant, charming, and extremely inspirational," said Junior Thelxiope Kickham. "He lets you do your own
thing and always has something
good to say about it."
Jim Siener, a sophomore, said,
"he talked a lot with the students
and didn't leave anybody out.
He was always there."
"He's one of the best instructors I've ever had. You work
harder for that man .. .I worked
harder for him than for anyone
in my life," said Senior Betsy
Guenther. "He's deadly honest
and absolutely fair. He gives
everybody the same amount of

will no longer teach. He will
attention."
"He's a wonderful teacher and devote himself to his art. He
a wonderful person at the same pointed to his wife and said,
"She's going to lock me in the
time," said Ali Childs, a senior.
Professor David Andrew, studio and I'm going to paint."
Hastch creates art using water
chairperson of the art department, has written a description color, oil, and acrylic paints. He
of John Hatch's life which also works with pencil, collage
reveals a deep res peer and · and ink.
He· even sprinkles sand on
admiration for the teacher, the
artist, and the man. And Pro- some of his paintings to add
fessor Donald Murray from the texture.
He said his dream was to
English department has immortalized him in a poem as honest "eventually make a good paintand direct as Professor Hatch ing." And Mrs. Hatch added that
he has always wanted to travel
is himself.
which .he said has
But now he is re.t~ring. Hatch to the Orient
.
'

••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• ••••••••••• •
:
TASk Tip of the Day
:
: To improve note-taking , sit up towards the :• .
•
class to avoid visual distractions :
: front of the
: and to improve concentration.

:

·····-···························••49··········

influenced many of his paintings.
Both of them smile about the
years they have spent at UNH ..
"It's been as good an education
for us as it has for the students," .
said Mrs. Hatch. "We found this
as a place to grow in."
The quotes and flattering
adjectives, could go on and on,
but cannot convey the person
that is John Hatch as thoroughly
as can his art. His paintings, on
display at the University Gallery
until May 1, portray a lifetime
of exploration and discovery
which words.cannot describe.

Making the rounds at the Little Royal Livestock Show at the UNH Livestock Activity
Center.(Charles Smith Jr., photo.)

TELEPHOIE TAPE LINE
a service provided by

r
Counseling & Testing Cente
·
and

TAPES AIAILABLE
862-3554

Cool.Aid
'Mrlster\•WRCCJe

Dating

Anger
.
Fighting Constructively ..... 5
Expressing Negative Thoughts and Feelings ..... 6
Dealing with Constructive Criticism ..... ?
Dealing with Anger ..... 8
Understanding Jealousy and How to Deal with it... .. 9

Depression :
What is Depression .... .431
How to Deal with Depression ... ..432
Depression as a Life Style ..... 433
How to Deal with Loneliness ..... 32

Stress and Anxiety
Cope with it.. ... 30
How to Handle Fears ..... 33
Coping with Stress ..... 38
Relaxation Exercises ..... 37

Friendship
Friendship Building ..... 1
Helping a Friend ..... 90
Recognizing Suicidal Feelings in Others .... .492

Sexuality
Male Sex Roles .... .40
Male Homosexuality ..... 21
*Dealing with lmpotence ..... 23
Timing Problems in Male Sexuality ..... 24
Female Sex Roles ..... 39
Female Homosexuality ..... 20
*Female Orgasm Problems ..... 22

Dating Skills ... ..'18
Infatuation or Love ..... 70
Things to Consider in Looking for a Mate ..... 71
Types of lntimacy ..... 3
How to Cope with a Broken Relationship ..... 83

Self-Improv ement ·
Self Assertiveness .... .402
Building Self-Esteem and Confidence ..... 35
Standing Up for Yourself.. ... 1O
Becoming Independent from Parents ... ..478
The Value and Use of Self-Talk ..... 3'6
What is Counseling and How to Use lt... .. 61

Miscellaneo us
Early S1~ns cf an Alcohol Problem ..... 16CJ
Dealing with an Alcoholic Parent.. .. .479
Death and Dying ..... 84

*new tape

Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00~ I 2:00p.m. ~nd a Cool-Aid memb~r will answer the phone. Selec~ the
tape you wi~h to hcitr by name and number. The tapes run about 6 minutes. If you have any questions,
don't hang up when the tape is over, and a Cool-Aid member will come back on the line.,
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Prizes will
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Look for it at the Stoke
Spring Fling
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To Register: Pick up Sponsor Sheets
and informat ion in the M UB
·Wednesday April 17 from 10-3
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ATTENTION
Und ecla red
Stu den ts in the Col lege of
Liberal Arts
Pre-Reg istration for undecla red CLA students will take· place
at the Academ ic Advisin g ~enter in·Room 11.1, Murkla nd
Hall, from 9:00 a.m. to 12 noon and again .from 1:00 p.m .
.to 4:00 p.m.

Regis tratio n is· s.c he.d uled alpha betica lly as
follows:
A-C will register on April 17th and 18th
D-G will register on April 19th and 22nd
H-1 will register on April 23rd and 24th

M-P will register on April 25th and 26th
Q-S will register on April 29th and 30th
T-Z wll register on ·May 1st.

iiSSSSS%%SS SSSSSSSSiiiS SSSSSS%SSSS SSSSSSSSSSS SSS ¥%%SSSSSSSSS%SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS%%%SS%SSSS%
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Gou rme t pop corn exp lode s onto Dur ham scen e
By Jim Bumpus
If you're bored with Jiffy Pop
or regular popcorn from your
electric popcorn maker, then
Not Orville's gourmet popcorn
store may be just what you need.
Not Orville's which opened
last Tuesday, is located next to
Nick's on 47 Main Street and
offers 32 flavors of gourmet
popcorn.
The flavors are divided into
four groups: Natural, Savory,
Sweet, and Deluxe.
The Natural flavors are buttered and salted, buttered and
unsalted, and Lite (1/3 the
calories of regular). They are
the least expensive flavors.
For the more adventuresom e
spirits there are the savory

•

Professional married couple wish to
adopt a newborn. Will pay all
medical, legal & counseling expenses.
~

flavors such as cheddar cheese,
clam chowder, jalapeno, zesty
garlic, and shrimp.
The sweet toothed popcorn
lover can indulge in sweet
flavors like amaretto, bubble •
gum, caramel, kahlua, and pina
colada.
The deluxe flavors are the
most expensive, and include
chocolate, nutty caramel, peanut
butter, and chocolate peanut
butter.
Bags of popcorn are offered
in three sizes; small; medium
( one gallon), and party (four
gallons). It can also be ordered
in solid cans, printed litho cans,
and hand-painted cans.
The cans come in three sizes:
one gallon, three and a half

•

gallons and seven gallons. A one
_gallon can of buttered and salted
popcorn costs $1.24, while the
same amount of popcorn in a
hand-painted can cost $9.
Not Orville's whose whole
advertisemen t says it sells "the
best popcorn you have ever
tasted," can be ordered and
delivered by mail.
Robert Plant, the father of
owner Holly Plant, said the shop
will be open from 10 a.m. to 10
p.m. Monday through Saturday.
He said they are also considering
opening on Sunday evenings.
"Business is coming along
very nicely," Plant said. "People
are getting the taste of it and
enjoying it."

-------:1f
-----f
c International Office _Summer Work Study ,

,
Please contact
Robert Bossie, 440 Hanover St.
Manchest£r, NH (603) 668-2222
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International Students Office,
Huddleston Hall.
Office work to assist with arrival
of new foreign students to UNH.
Typing, filing, receptionist,
assist with orientation planning.
Office miscellaneous.
About 30 hours/week
at 4/hr; May:August.
Possible option to continue in Fall.
Apply at once to
Morisse Chorlian 862-2050.

J
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l
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t
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A new gourmet popcorn store opens on Main Street.(Charles
Smith Jr., photo.)

J
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-••• thru April 19th •••

.w/

at campfor underprivilaged 10-13

year old NH bor Nine demanding
but very rewarding weeks in unique
island-based program. Salary: 1000
plus room & board for summer.
Requires dedication and affinity
for outdoors and athletics. For info
write:

;r::::;e
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I
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Take-O ut Favorites
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Nowmdee p fried fresh in DURHA M!
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9 Madbury Road ... 868-1177
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Pre-Pre Registration for
"By Permission _Only"
\
1
Communication Classes

I

Tues., April 23, 1985
Straf ford Room in •the
MUB
Seni_ors 6:00 p.m.-6:45 p.m.
Juniors 6:45 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
Sophomores 7:30 p.m.-8:15 p.m.
Fresh/No n-majors 8:15 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
t
i *Please refer to the display in the Com·munication Dept.
I · hall, ·or· Pre-pte Registration Pac:ket for: a: list·of classes.

I
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warranting Pre-Pre Registration'. .
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.
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§
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. oad Plaza, Du am,

03824 (603) 868-5584

Great New Selection
to Choose From!

Il~~PA~T~AG=---'ONIA St8.nd Ups, Baggies, Oo16ngs

I

I

I
II

I§

I·

ROYAL ROBBINS Billy Goat Canva s
DOLFIN Running & Casual _Shorts
PARAl:)ISE FOUND Original Hawaiian Shorts
8
WOOLRICH Cargo Pockets Hiking Shorts
8
WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE California Board Shorts
MISTRAL California Board Shorts
§
- I ._
I
.SPORTIF Stretch Fabric Hiking Shorts

i
I
. . - -. I
. . · . . . .·. ----.
. ~-•--~
. : - ....,- . -_ , _, ...,_~
, . . · _______
II _______
.
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§
§

also serving all your

...

Only the Best
will do ...
.*

Mayhew, ·
P.O. Box 120
Bristol, NH 03222
or call 603-744-6131

OYS TER RIVE R
SEA FOO D

..

*
TODAY IS
* DI LANG'S
*BIRTHDAY!! *
* *

Summer Jobs

Fish & Chip s
Spec ial

$1.99

\

I

1
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---------------LINGO--------------auditory centers.
The existenc e of this center
has not been docume nted neurologically, but the organiza tion
of languag e and its characte ristics point to it as a plausibl e
explanat ion.
"The languag e faculty ma-·
tures with interact ion with the
outside world," Chomsk y said.
It reaches a steady state around
puberty when maturat ion stops
except for periphe ral activities

such as vocabulary expansio n.
This faculty is commo n and
unique to our species. lh its final
state, it incorpo rates the rule
system.
Chomsk y said that, "If language has a rule system, the
possibility exists for an infinite
number of languages. If not, the
number of possible languag es
is limited. Chomsk y portraye d
this second possibil ity as a set
·

(continued from page 2)
of switche s attache d to the
language faculty.
"The binary choices made as
these switche s are flicked determine s the type of languag e
the speaker will use," he said.
Accord ing to Chomsk y, this
thesis of "strong nativis assumes
a rich innate structur e. The
intrinsi c structur e allows rich
knowled ge in one area." This
strengt h must be paired with

an area that lacks this rich
knowledge.
These theories , put forth by
Chomsky 30 years ago, have not

been dispute d as many others
have been. Present linguist ics
research corrobo_rates his findings.

TASk TIP OF THE DAY
To do better on your next exam: Pick. apart your previous
exams to find out why you got answers wrong. Did you misread
or misund erstand the question ? Did you make a careless
mistake. Or did you just not know the answer?

M.U.S.O. FILM SERIES PRESENTS

W'!!f_:~~'' f1'F?J~

Please presen t this ad

at out retail store for
these super prices

Thurs day April 18th
7:00 & 9:30 pm

Memo rex
Disket tes

in the Strafford Room, MUB

- - Computer
Ribbo ns

3½" SS HD
Model 6100 $34.25

Epson MX80
$3.75 ea
Epson MS100
$5.90 ea

5¼" SS DD
Model 3481 $15.95

Fulltime Undergrads ...... $1 .00
Others ..... $2.00

Apple lmagew riter
$4.25 ea

5¼" OS DD
Model 3491 $19.95

SM IT H

A free-w heelin g, somew hat fiction alized portra yal of the antics
and bizarre world of "gonz o", journa list Dr. Hunte r S. Thom pson
and his late civil libertarian defense attorney Karl Lazio.

Oki Date 80,82,90,92
$1.50 ea

OFFICE SUPPLY CO., INC.

674 Islington Street, Portsmouth, NH 03801
Toll Free in NH
1-800-322-1240
Local 431-5501

The New Hampshire has the
follo wing posi tion s open for
the
1985 -86 school year :

VOLUNTEER POS ITI ON S
(1985-86 Aca dem ic Year)

.~·····~ ········ ········ ········ ········ ········ ········ ········ ········ ··
...
•Ci rcu lati on Ma nag er
.
....
and Ass ista nt
...
le Ass ista nt Business Ma nag er .
..
.
.
( trai nin g for Bus ine ss ..
.
....
Ma nag er 1986-87)
.
....
.

UNIVERSITY JUDICIAL BOARD
UNIVERSITY APPEALS BOARD
RESIDENTIAL JUDICIAL BOARD
JUDICIAL ADVISER -

• 2 Adv erti sing Associates

applications:
.. . can be picke d up at the
Dean of Stud ents Offic e
or at the
Stud ent Sena te-Of fice

.

···~··· ········ ········ ········ ········ ········ ········ ········ ········ ···.

contact:

Thes e are comp ensa ted positions.
Appl icati ons are avail able now in
Rm. 108 or outside Rm. 151 in the
MUB.
They will be due Wed. ,Apri l24th .

Laur ie Kroo s or Davi d Burr
Dean of Stud ents Offic e

862- 2050
For Addi tiona l Infor m.a tion

deadline:
April 22, 1985
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Cele brat ing the
God dess Within

We would like to see the Class of '85 work
togethe r to make a signific ant donatio n to
UNICE F (the United Nation s Childre n's
Fund).

a work shop -in
Crea tive Emp ower ment

As a group we can make a
differe·n ce!

Our goal is $200 0 by May 25th.
At this time of individual success and achievement
we would like to recogniz e our good fortune by
making an effort to provide for those who are less
fortunat e. UNICEF provides assistan ce for education, sanitation, water supply, health, nutrition,
social services and emergen cy relief in developing
countries.

Karen Smiley, an acclaim ed visual artist,
present s a slide show /lecture which helps
women heal the self-do ubt that comes
from being exclude d from history books
and other form·s of scholar ship by reclaiming the artistic achiev ements of our
foremot hers.

Donatio ns can be made:
Tues, April 16th 12-6 pm
Wed, April 17th 12-6 pm
Thurs April 18th 12-6 pm
in the Carroll Rm, MUB at cap and gown pick-up.

i
1

1'

r

Sponsore d by:

UNH Women's Center
Women's Studies Program
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Editorial
Giving students_ a stronger voice
campaigns will prevent the kind of arbitrary
decision-making that has gone on for too
long at UNH. The best example of this
kind of decision is the -current drop date
dilemma. The Student Senate and its leaders
opposed this decision from the beginning,
but without demonstrating in writing- to
administrators that it had the backing of

students for support. Rather than sending
Senators to house councils, which are
notoriously unattended by the vast majority
of residents in the halls, the Senate should
follow the lead of Bill Puglisi and bring
the information directly to the students.
Students are the majority population at
this University. It is students' futures that

seriously interested in bringing forward

a significant number of students, the Senate

are being determined here. Their careers

the voice of the student body to the
administration of the University, she would
do well to look to the past. There she will
find the methods that have been most
effective in organizing the student body
into a group that can be properly represented.
Grassroots organizing will be the only
way that student representatives will make
the administration listen to them. Organizing petition drives and letter-writing

was virtually powerless to oppose the
Academic Senate.

and lives are being shaped at UNH. It is
time the Student Senators took themselves
and their jobs seriously, and began to work
for students rather than "with administrators".
With proper organization the Student
Senate could turn the tide of decisionmaking from a position that favors .administrators to one which will give the students
the voice they deserve in determining their
future.

The Student Body President-Elect has
said there is no lack of communication
between student senators and their constituents. This, however, is not the case.
Most students at this University don't
even know the name-of the Student Body
President, never mind the name of their
own senator. If the next president is

' This is not to say that this is the only
method of working out solutions to .prob- .
lems at the University. The student
repnesentatives must ~lso work behind the
scenes with administrators_to reach dec1s10ns.
The time has come, however, for the
Student Senate to begin lobbying the

Letters
Abortion
To the Editor:
In the March 29 issue of The New
Hampshire you printed a letter
from Mr. Robert Lee on the subject
of abortion. First of all I must
commend you for printing the
letter. I think it. is a necessity that
all sides of the very emotional issue
of abortion be heard. You've heard
Mr. Lee's, now hear mine.
First I must say that it was, is,
and will for · eve r be Mr. Lee's
c;:onstitutional Right to express his
opinion. And I commend him for
doing so, and I encourage him to
keep doing so. But we all know that
opinions have opposition. And I
am in opposition to Mr. Lee's
opinion. I am not saying it is wrong,
all I am saying is I cannot agree with
it.
In the first paragraph of Mr. Lee's
1etter h e says t h at t h e "S upreme
· tts
· ru 1·mg " o f
Cour t was wrong tr:.
1/23/73 on the Roe vs . ·Wade
· ·
M r Lee states t h e court
d ectSion.
sat'd t h at " un b orn c h I'Id ren were
'potential life' and lacked protection
under the law." Then he goes on
to state the Supreme Court ignored
biological evidence that life begins
at the moment of conception. This
then becomes the main theme of
M r. Lee 's_argument t h roug hout t he
rest of the letter. The first thing
· h ts
· t he
th a t I h ave a pro bl em wit
statement that the Supreme Court
was wrong in its decision.
· · out to M r.
I Canno t he IP pomtmg
Lee it is the same Supreme Court
thatispartoftheAmericanPolitical
System, that guarantees the right
of minorities, of which I believe
Mr. Lee is a member. The Supreme
Court is set up to examine such
issues as abortion, outside thepolitical forum, and make its decision on what it thinks is Conscitutionally correct and in the best
interest of the people of the United
States.
·
Enough of this harping, now on
to the real issue. I believe that the
· Court did the right thing in putting
forth the term "potential life." I
donot~l.ievet.h~tt~ey.~eret~lking
about b1olog1cal hfe, but life. as
y.re, you, Mr. Lee! and mys~lf hve
tt. We make rational choices on
. , -· ...... ~- ., ,. t~i_JJ:g~ ~~~~ ~~~/riy.i_a,!, ,n1~ s~ipg.s.

Nicaragua is not everything it ·
the present regime b~cause of its
important to us. It is clear, though,
that are of great importance. A fetus
inside the womb cannot make a
that this is a very controversial issue, suppression of everything demo- has been portrayed as, in both the
rational decision on whether it
and that there are many people who cratic. However, one fails to hear media and Reagan Administration
should live or not. So that choice
do not believe that life be-gins at much about some of these "freedom rhetoric-the Cuban stooge, the
loving" guerillas-some of whom Soviet zombie, the subversive,
is given to the person who is most
conception, just as there are many
people who do not believe that it serve-cl as military and politica t terrorist nation. Ttue, it has guerinvolved in the proces of conception
does. These opinions are just that, officials in the Somoza government Tllas in El Salvador. But has anyone
and birth. The mother. I believe
though. Beliefs. It is not a question · ( the oppressive and militaristic figured out why? Is it to create a
that it is her Constitutional Right,
regime that the Sandinistas over- . "Red" Central America?
that has been nor should be ansdefended by the Supreme Court,
threw in '79).
All I'm trying to figure out is
wered by science. Science reaches
to make a decison on the fetus and
And what of a new Nicaraguan · whether the money, agents, rheits limits well before it gets to this
its existence.
democracy? Will it be allowed to toric, and effort are neccessary.
question. And we should not legThis is where I believe the
grow, or at leas~ exist, independ- Couldn't we simply negotiate,
islate some people's beliefs to the
decision to have an abortion lies,
ently? Probably not. The United instead of using "Pax Americana"
exclusion of other people's equally
with the mother and whom ever
States has dumped a lot of money ' and forcing a peace? Or better yet, '
important beliefs. This is a question
she chooses to involve. I believe
into this project. Can there be no what if we just left them alone? Or
for women and men, mothers and
a doctor should be involved, and
return on this investment? US allies is that possible? Perhaps one
families, clergy and counselors to
also anyone who has a special
in Central America are well wanted question should be asked and reanswer for themselves, and not a
interest in the well being of the
by the current Administration. membered : just what will this
question that should have an answer
mother. Such as a parent, husband,
After all, what about other subver- contra movement in Nicaragua
legislated to it.
boyfriend, or anyone the mother
·
sive activites in the region? There prove in the end?
Stephen Frolking
decides should be involved. But it
must be some somewhere else!
Scott C. Fish
should finally come down to what
the mother thinks is best for her,
and the being inside of her. And
it should be a just reason.
Finally I think that the Supreme
Court did the correct thing for the
simple reason that it keeps the need • To the Editor:
for a "quack doctor" out of the
Let 's say, just for the sake of
picture. By doing this it greatly
argument, that the contras, the antith
th
th
reduces e risk to e mo er by : Sandinista rebels in Nicaragua,
being in a sterile "hospital enviroverthrow the current regime. That il1111111H1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i111ii
onment," and reduces the risk of
all the money-the millions of
complications. For th is simple
dollars-the US government has
reason I applaud the decision of the
" invested in democracy" actually
Court. It protects the lives pf those
pays off.
JAMES M. MILLARD, Editor-in-Chief
now living, in the full sense of the
Now that the Sandinistas are ·
wo rd ·
gone, what happens next? Well,
KEVIN MORSE, Managing Editor
MEG BAKER, Managing Editor
I cannot say strongly enough this
we could be incredibly optimistic
KAIS SNOW, News Editor
KEN FISH, News Editor
is only one man's opinion, as Mr.
and say that a president and cabinet
STEVE LANGEVIN, Sports Editor
PATRICIA O'DELL, Features Editor
Lee's is. I invite everyone to voice
would be created. That a parliamenCHARLES SMITH JR., Photo Editor
DAVID DROUIN, Photo Editor
their opinions on this issue and all
tary system would be established,
BILL
PILCHER,
Business
Manager
others that they feel need support
and all kinds of political parties
JED EVANS, Advertising Manager
or reexamining.
would come out of the woodwork.
James R. Dickinson
Maybe Republicans and Democrats,
or a National party, or a Christian
•
Democrat party. In any event,
Catarina DeCarvalho
Diana Frye
Advertising Auoclatn Ann t-'umphrey
Jen Vornberger
Lori Norris
Lisa ~iadden
Betti Gideon
communist parties would probably
Lisa Sinatra ,
Timothy S. Gernhard
Chris Heisenbeg
Peter Crocker
Marc T. Micciche
Julie Hanauer
Aut. Bullneu Mgr.
Gina Cardi
be outlawed. Remnants of "The sad
Thom Mrozek
Mary Fischer
Steph~nie Norton
Amy Just
To the Editor:
times"-when democarcy was opMichel LaFantano
Kim Ruccia
Mike Fogarty
Clrculallon Manager
Neil lngerman
Doug Ridge
Kristin Lilley
Jen Locke
Recently, the NH Senate passed pressed.
Andrea Holbrook
Nancy Miller
Copy FINden
Ellen Neavitt
GedOlson
Brenda Byrne
Diane Mulline
Jim Bumpus
a bill declaring that human life
Or perhaps, chaos would take the
Bart Griffin
Photogl'll)hen
Diana Meader
James Bacon
begins at conception. The NH narion. Internal disorder; bloody
BillMillios
Francoise von Trapp
Bob Arserault
Scott Colby
Kim Economos
Erika Randmerti
Technical Supemaors
Jon Kinson
House has yet to vote on a _similar coups; persecution of former San~
Karen Hartnett
Susan Bowen
J. Barry Mothes
Ecfflortal Alliltant
Gretchen Hekker
Deborah Van 'v'1inkle
Karla Heppler
Donna LaRue
bill. April 9, on NH Public Tele- dinista officials and the clergy. A
Charles Smith Jr
Leigh Hope
Typl111
News Briefs Editor
vision, Representative Bob Smith military junta would set itself up,
- KimPlatt
Andrea Holbrook
Dave Sanborn
Lori Ellis
Catherine Rosenquist
Robin Stieff
Marie Goulet
(R-NH), who undoubtedly supports daiming martial law. Censorship,
Mike Riley
Chris Head
Brook Tart
~~:~~:Debby Yale
Mal.reen O'Neil
Karla Hoppler
Julie Hanauer
the NH Senate bill, succinctly restriction of movement, and curSue Mudgett
Kathy Johnson
Gniphlc Manager
Production Anlttanta
illustrated the blasphemy of such fews would be in order. Is this much
Jamie McDermott
Daniel McKelvey
Vera Mouradian
Jill Vranicar
.
Bill
Pilcher
Lisa Sinatra
Gniphlc
.Aulstanta
Linda
Cox
a bill. He said he "believe(d) that different than what President
Elisa Russell
Staff Reporters
Suzanne Foftesque
Susan Bowen
Michelle Bolduc
Ed Garland
Susan L. Moulton
human life begins at conception." Reagan claims is happening now?
W. Glenn Stevens
Chris Felix
Marcus Benotti I
I imagine that such a belief also
The point is: what will this
Reporters
Sue Slater
Cathy Mccarron
Consuelo Congreve
Tom Lane
Lynn Johnson
motivated the majority of the NH -crusade, with our contra "brothers"
Jed Evans
·Heidi lllingsworth
Dan Gillis
Steve Claramentaro
Karen Holbrook
Bruce Plumley
Senate to vote for this bill. I cannot to force the Sandinistas to "say
Annamaria Formichella
Heidi Kaiter
Dave Olson
argue with that belief. We all have uncle" prove in the end? Reagan
• . QU.f v-b{;lie.h .a.nsi. tl:\ey ~i:e, y~ry , , stat,es' ~l\at ~ht guerillas &r~ figbting.

Contras

v
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University Porum
It's Not Too Late
The writing is on the wall. With our backs against
that same wall, our society is in the process of
creating the destruction of mankind. Our political,
social, economical (for those of you concerned with
your however questionable futures), and most
importantly our humanistic state is faltering while
we depend upon the irrationality of the nuclear
buildup. We laugh, climb mountains, make love,
and vege out on media before contemplating the
nuclear issue, world hunger and social injust. How
long will we pursue the quest of World Peace from
the sidelines watching the ·Wizards of Armageddon
that drive the Arms Race, relying on a system of
destructive weapons that in the end will kill us
all?
In response to Jill Cohen's article in the Commuter
Advocate on "::::-urvival During a Nuclear Attack,"
I would like t' question her sources of firm belief
that we could truly survive the dropping of a five
megaton,_ even a 25 megaton bomb if we were
prepared ahead of time to find a safe refuge, either
in a ne.ighboring town, in a cellar, or in a pit
underground. THERE IS NO REFUGE FOR A
NUCLEAR HOLOCAUST! The consequences of
death, destruction, decay and the extinction of all
living beings have been put on the line. Even in
a "Limited" nuclear exchange, which is actually
unreasonable considering the intricacy and unpredictability of bombing devastation potential, the
unbearable effects of radiation blast would have
significant consequences which our ignorance has
taught us to deny. These include flash burns, trauma,
radiation fallout that (contrary to popular belief)
cannot be brushed off to avoid burning, dehydration,
various cancer and genetic disease mutations, the
decrease in Red Blood Cells that provide body
maintenance and growth, the decrease in White

.B y Martha Harrah

Blood Cells as well that provide for immunity system,
leaving problems such as leukemia, loss of ability
to heal wounds that will undoubtedly occur in the
form of radiation ulcerations, nor to mention first, .
second and third degree burns and scar overgrowth.
Other unpleasant consequences that have been
confirmed by the American Medical Association
(AMA) are internal hemorrhaging, blood disorders,
ruptured ear drums, loss of sight, even things as
"simple" as diarrhea, bacteria buildup due to random
dead corpses, and incessant vomitting, just to
mention a few. Let's take a precious moment to
seriously consider the idiocy that convinces us of
our ability to survive a nuclear attack. Fallout shelters,
food and water storage, and a $10.00 shovel will
save your life, possibly that of your brother, child
or best friend; if there's room-for a mere thirty
seconds if you're lucky. Isn't it about time we looked
at this insanity in a realistic manner and enacted
a movement of Peace towards Peace?
The obliteration of Hiroshima and Nagasaki has
left our present (unfortunately not yet fully
coincided) world with a foreshadowing of the
physical, psychological, and environmental effects
of a bombing. Still we continue to escalate nuclear
power, denying our own humanistic beliefs and
confirmation of the Nuclear Shadow under which
we are existing at this very moment.
Our government is composed of an irrational
group of frightening warmongers, those who have
negated logic, who have denied the realities of the
Nuclear Age, -and are fast approaching world
annihilation with a $60 million input of American
tax dollars to "save the Human Race." I propose
with great sincerity that these people be guaranteed
from Mankind-they obviously are. a poor repres-

entation of a people pleading for Peace and exclusion
from the Arms Race. World Peace is their profession.
On their conditions, of course. Terms of "Conditional
Peace" nullify sensitivity, when we are concerned
with only one side of the world. Our own. Is our
existence more important than that of the Soviet
people's? If you really believe that hopping a flight
to Australia will save your life, you'd better pray
now and·avoid the rush.
The Peace Movement that became most apparent
in the 1960s and which is still evident today, thanks
to sensitive people who believe in life and human
equality and the preservation thereof, has been
judged irrational, unrealistic, even ridiculous in
its urge for bilateral disarmament and the confiscation of nuclear arsenals, weapons, and artillary.
It has been categorized unjustly in this man·ner
of our governmental and military powers that idolize
the nuclear mushroom in its symbolism of World
Power. In praying to the nuclear god that controls
our future, I make a plea-SA VE HUMANITY
FROM THE _HUMANS! Our moments are numbered while we sit back and watch the world ticking
each·second into destruction, decay and irreconciable
annihilation.
People, there is hope for our children and our
future (s). The movement towards World Accord
begins with you. The Coalition tor Disarmament
and Peace (CDP) here at UNH is one of several
options. Please consider your future and join us
in our fight to end the Arms Race.

Martha Harrah is a member of The Coalition for
Disarmament and Peace.

College Grays

Tax Return Blues

By Ken Fish

By Julie Hanauer

Congratulations, seniors, you've run
the gauntlet-survived the winnowing.
Four long years (or more) have left
their marks of passage on you and now
you're ready to leave this fine establishment: the University of New
Hampshire.
Yes, you still have that huge final
looming in macro-economics, the 12page features article due for a voracious
ulcer-inspiring journalism professor,
or even a translation of Homer from
the original Greek due the day after
· your birthday, but you've survived this
all before. What's so different about
this year?
Because this is the year. This is itthe grand finale, the big bang, the last
second semester a select few of us must
ever face. Seniors this year at the top
" of their class, (most of them deserving
it) will savor those last few opportunities for wild, adolescent partying. The
college romances begin their slow,
ballet-like dance toward their dissolution (though some promise to write).
Electrical engineering majors will sit
down for their first beer in two months
and stare at their logarithm tables in
confusion and apprehension.
Is there life after college, though?
(a question as nebulous as an after-life
experience.)
Is there a Valhalla for those college
warriors who give their lives (sometimes a futile gesture) to complete the
battle of education?
In a sense, graduation is just a short
step off the edge of the world, a form
of ritualized death. 'To die, to sleep/To
sleep, perchance to dream: ay, there's
the rub,/For in that sleep of death what
dreams may come/When we have
shuffled off this mortal coil,/Must give
us pause. There's the respect/That
makes calamity of so long life. (Hamlet,
II, ii, IL 64-69).

The "Real World" makes up the large
part of any senior's daily life. "What's
out there? Will it kill me? Will I be
making $17,000 a year, or will I be
panhandling in New York City?"
Questions like these are the fodder off
which soothsayers and fortune-tellers
live.
People who have graduated less than
a year ago don't help a senior's fears
either. One 1984 graduate finally got
a job at Dartmouth after nearly a year
of dish-washing, stocking shelves, and
doing telephone surveys on peoples'
driving habits. He now works in an
animal-studies laboratory as a petridish washer, a shelf-stocker of chemical
supplies and gerbil food, and as a cagecleaner-all for minimum wage at 10
hours a day.
Some seniors have a rosie·r future.
They say they will wo~k for an architectural landscaping firm and make
$25,000 their first year, with a $5,000
raise their second year. However, they
are hesitant to mention that it's their
father's firm they work for.
What of those seniors who do not
have a father with a business they can
work for, who have a major in Classics,
who have run out of finger and toe nails,
or who know all too well ( thanks to
signs in Stillings dining hall) that there
are only 40 more days in which to plan
the end of their college lives?
It's an impossible question to answer,
so I won't try. But here's a piece of
advice you can bounce off your mirror
in the mornings: stop counting the
grays, because once you start, you'll
end up having no hair to tear out when
the first kids come along-the first
kids who will, themselves, prepare to
leave college someday.

Ken Fish is sort of looking for a job.

Last summer I worked for a nominal
salary like many college students.
Usually I claim a student exemption
and don't have any taxes deducted; the
amount I earn from summer jobs just
isn't enough to arouse the interest, let
alone the ire, of the IRS in April. But
last summer I decided to try withholding my deductions because I thought
it would be nice to have a cash injection
in April.
,
I eagerly filled out 'the EZ form and
found the US government owed me
$111.39. $111 bucks! The things I could
do with that. I mailed in my form and
began dreaming. I pictured myself lying
on a warm sandy beach in a new bathing
suit. I could furnish the new apartment
that would go with my new job. I could
splurge on completely unnecessary
material things.
$111 would buy a lot of .albums; I
even went so far as to compile a list.
And what was left over I could use for
entertainment. I pictured myself in
an elegant restaurant having a sumptuous dinner. I could go to the movies

at the malls instead of waiting until
they got to the Strand. I could stop
living this nervous hand to mouth
existence that college students are
expected to embrace. $111 - meant
luxury. I could ...
Pay the bills. First there was the .
phone bill. And the electric bill. Then
I had to change the oil in my car. There
was no food in the cupboard, so I went
food shopping. Then there was the
month-old loan I had to repay. What
I ended up doing with my tax refund
bore no resemblence to my fantasies.
I've got the tax return blues.
I was counting on that money leaving
a little cushion against starvation after
graduation. I remember when I was
a freshman a hundred bucks was a lot
of money. It went a long way. The
cushion is down to $28 now and
shrinking fast.
I suppose I'm in better shape than
some. The IRS computers stilf worked
when I filed. I don't have to rush around
today trying to get it in under the
(extended because of Patriot's Day)
wire. And I didn't owe the government;
they owed me.
However I bought no albums, haven't
been to any movies I had to pay for,
or taken anyone out to dinner. The only
thing I did do that bore any resemblance to extravagance was buy a shirt
at a half-price sale and a top and skirt
at a thrift store. That was fun, but small
, comfort. The biggest comfort of all
is that this tightwire existence won't
last forever. I can't wait till I get a
paying job.

Julie Hanauer is a Forum editor.
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Cure the "Expr'5sway Blues" at
Tweeter's Annual Car Stereo Sale!
The best Wi!rf to deal with a bad traffic jam is with a
great car stereo. And there's no better time to get one
than right now-at Tweetq's Annual Car Stereo Sale.
Oh sure, lots of stores have car stereo sales. But
how many of them offer top names like Alpine, ADS,
Boston Acoustics, Kenwood, Nakamichi, Proton and
Yamaha-all at guaranteed lowest prices? Plus, Tweeter
doUbles the length of manufacturers' regular warranties
when we install your car stereo.

System One: Alpine 7150 cassette receiver with autoreverse; Boston Acoustics BA704 four-inch
dual-cone speakers.

$189

System lwo: Kenwood KRC-1000 cassette receiver with
digital push-button tuning, auto-reverse, ANRC noise reduction;

Alpine 6116 four-inch two-way spe~~ers.

$149

System Three: Alpine 7161 cassette receiver with
digital push-button tuning, auto-reverse; Pioneer TS-1011
dual-cone front speakers; Pioneer TS-1633 6.5-inch twoway rear speakers.

$i89

All Benzi Security
ftOOfo

;&,

/C

OFF!

*

"Benzi Boxes" are Europeandesigned devices that
allow your cassette receiver to easily slide in and
out of your dash. When you're not drivingyour car,
put your stereo in the trunk!

Alpine 8100 programmable, computer-controlled multi-sensor
car alarm system. Many features. Price when purchased and installed
$379 Installed
with Tweeter stereo system
Alpine 8110 programmable multi-sensor car alarm system with
full-function remote control. Our best alarm. Price when purchased
$599 Installed
and installed with Tweeter stereo system

Al·I Car Amplifiers
0,

From small power boosters to monstrous four~

channel amps, Tweeter's got the power'source
15 /0* .fQryour
. oose from ADS, Alpine,
car systerr1. Ch

OFF'
•

All Car Speakers

i0%
OFF!*

Alpine 7161 cassette receiver with digital push-button tuning,
$199
auto-seek, auto-reverse. Reg. $249
Alpine 7163 cassette receiver with digital tuning, auto-reverse,
$139
.
16-watt-per-cha_nnel amp. Reg. $299
Alpine 7164 cassette receiver with digiud tuning, Dolby® NR,
$199
digital clock, pre-amp fader. Reg. $349
Alpine 7165 cassette receiver with ·advanced digital tuner, Dolby
$319
B&C NR, digital clock. Reg. $379.

1<enwood, Nakamichi, Proton and Yamaha.

, :a~

_..

-~-.

'

Nakamichi TD-500 cassette receiver w ith motorized loading
$569
transport, digital tuning, Dolby NR. Reg. $599
Makamichi TD-800 cassette receiver, digital tuning, Dolby B&C
$699
NR, remote control azimuth correction. Reg. $890

All Car Equalizers
System Four: Alpine 7163 cassette receiver with digital
tuning, auto-reverse, 16-watt-per-channel amp; Alpine 3516
18-watt-per-channel amp; Alpine 6153 two-way front speakers;
$410
~pine 6105 6x9-inch two-way rear s~akers.
System FM: Yamaha YCR-150 cassette receiver with digital
tuning, Dolby NR, auto-reverse; Yamaha YPA-100 amplifier;
Yamaha YCS-400 dual-cone front speakers; Yamaha
$479
YCS-690 6x9-ir11=h two-way speakers.

Choose from our large selection of car
speakers in all sizes, shapes and power
ratings. One-ways, two-ways, three-ways,
subwoofer systems- they're all on sale.
Top-rated brand names like Alpine, ADS,
Boston Acoustics, Kenwood, Nakamichi
and Yamaha - all at prices guaranteed to
be the lowest in the area.

0,

A good equalizer can improve the sound of any

by contouring the sound to match the
15 /0* system
interio(acoustics of the car. Tweeter's got 'em

OFF!

from Alpine, Kenwood and Yamaha.

Yamaha YCR-150 cassette receiver with digital tuning, Dolby NR,
$139 .
auto-seek, auto-reverse. Reg. $249
Yamaha YCR-550 cassette receiver with digital tunirrg, Dolby
· $369
B&C NR, 18-watt-per-channel amp. Reg. $399

~
~ ~

~

-~

V

,

_,,

.,,,

.

'

.

Kenwood KRC-1000 cassette receiver with digital tuning, ANRC
$199
noise reduction. Reg. $219
Kenwood KRC-616 cassette receiver with digital tuning, Dolby
$349
~&C NR - slides out of dash when not in use. Reg. $379
Kenwood KRC-919 cassette tuner with advanced digital
$399t
tuning, Dolby B&C NR, computer-controlled transport.
Kenwood KAC-801 50 watt-per-channel car power
$149t
amplifier.
•Does not apply to ~tem or sale pricing.
t Factory reconditioned units. Full manufacturer's warranties apply. All sales final.

..

.System Six: Kenwood KRC-616 cassette receiver with digital tuning, Dolby B&C noise reduction-easily removes from dash;
Proton 1ft 22-watt-per-channel amp; Boston Acoustics
BA704 4-inch dual-cone front speakers; Boston Acou~tlcs
C700 two-way flush-mount rear speakers.

$669

jm fimtJ fjle-tkt,e
520 Amherst St. Rt. 101-A
Nashua, NH 880-7300

The Ma ll of New Hampsh ire
Manchester, NH 627-4600

•
The Fox Run Mall
Newington, NH 431-9700
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Arts & Features
Scruffy barks but the Ramones bite: wild nights
months ago at the Casbah in
Manchester. Providing sixtiesflavored, hook-filled rock that
is often reminiscient of The Jam
(probably because of Rich
Twombly' s resemblance to Pau 1.
Weller), It Figures gave a spirited performance that inspired
some dancing, but fell short of
their performance at the recent
Band Wars competition.
The band will play with
Holiday Romance, in a show
A, mo,t of yon know, hnt
probably could not get tickets well worth checking out, at the
for, the Ramones invaded the Mub Pub on April 27 and will
Mub Pub, bringing their cretin be reviewed fully at that time.
After It Figures' short warmrock show for a gig. Scandal
up
set, the crowd was ready to
(yawn) and the New Models
(not much better) had an, ap- see the Ramones. Just after ten
parently, crowd-pleasing con- o'clock, under the cover of stage
cert in the Field House. And, smoke and blue spot lights, the
as most of you didn't know, Ramones took to the stage. To
Scruffy the Cat played an elec- Dee Dee Ramone' s call of "one,
trifying show at the Stone two, three, four," they began
Church as part of the WUNH their assault:
At the concert when the band "'
Marathon week.
Friday night at the Mub comes on
I am in the ring where I
proved to be an interesting if
not tptally exciting event. All belong
Op my last'leg just getting
kinds of folks turned out, 'the
punks, the wanna-bes, the frat by
Halo round my head-too
boys, etc., to see the band that .
many insist started "it all" way tough to die
Still touring after their most
back in the seventies.
Surprisingly enough, many recent Lp, Too Tough To Die,
of the fans turned out to be real the band tried to prove that they
fans of the Ramones. Quite a are sti!l survivinj! in the rock
few of the people that I talked and roll jungle. They are, sort
to had seen the band three or of.
Cranking out song after song,
four times.
Local talent It Figures opened BANDS, next page
the show, as they did a few

By Thom Mrozek
iast week was a frightful one:
the guilt of Lent was finally
resolved in a crashing crescendo,
all those term papers never
quite got written, and all of my
close. friends were depressed.
But there was some redemption to the otherwise dismal
situation in that-this past weekend was THE weekend for rock
in the Durham area.

The rhythm section of Dee Dee and Richie Ramone belt out a song at the MUB Pub Friday
night. (Paula Thorsland photo.)

Scandalprovides lots ofpop
By Steve Sandblom
Scandal and The New Models
at the Field House Saturday
night played in wh~t shouldhave been advertised as a double
bill. If The New Models had the
popularity they deserve, that ·
is~xactly what it would have
been.
The New Models opened up
the show with electric, energyfilled rock-and-roll that left the
audience with the desire to hear
more and more of their lively
metallic music. Unfortunately
it was over in a very short 45
minutes. After about a 40 minute wait, Scandal begah what
was to be an excellent presentation of their music.
During their 60 minute set,
lead singer Patty Smyth played
up her "act" well to the first few
rows. Although she seemed to
ignore everybody else in the
audience, she was fun to watch.
With Keith Mac and Rich Difonzo on guitar, the band left
me rolling their runes around
in my head after the show.
Jimmy Wilcox was the busiest
and least flashy of the band, but
he produced the continuous

drumming needed for the live
performance. Bassist Lee Foxx ·
served as a metallic cushion ,
between Mac and Difonzo's
ripping guitar work.
The group presented a well
balanced choice of songs: They
mixed some of their lesser
known songs ("Tonight,"
"Talk To Me," plus an old Elvis
Presley song) with better known
songs ("Love's Got A Line On
You," "Beat of a Heart," their
blockbuster hit "The Warrior,"
and the best song of the set by
far, "Good-bye to You") to
produce a good, well-thoughtout
stage show.
The Boston-based band The
New Models proved that local,
lesser known music is not necessarily inferior to the more
popular, top-40 brand music.
Scandal plays.
Lead singer/ guitarist Casy
Lindstrom showed the audience
the perfect combination of clear
sound with the high energy
stage show usually expected in
a live performance. The band
let go all the stops in showing
us the best of The New Models.
Ke_ybo_ar~is~ Steven Thurber

Patty Smyth sang to t e crow m t e 1e
(Charles Smith, Jr. photo)

ouse urmg can

helped give a computer.ized
sound to the hard guitars.
They know that they are good;
it seemed, but they were not
cocky, as some groups seem to
appear live. They happily played
their music, including two of
their better songs, "Permanent
Vacation" and "Shattered Windows" and occasionally stopped
to talk to the audience. I left the
show wishing that I had heard
more of The New Models and
with the decision that I will soon
buy a New Models album:
Scandal is popular in its own
right, but it is by no means a
superstar band. What they did
Saturday night they did well.
They played their music while
adding a few things, including
a stage show and commentary
that cannot be obtained on a
record.
They played hard and they
played well, and although they
sometimes failed to evoke
energy throughout the audience,
their songs were strong, the
performance was adequate for
this show and overall, they
seemed to give the best that
Scandal has to offer.

s atur ay mg

Pipes and kilts
come to campus

Bagpipes are played at wedBy Consuelo B. Congreve
It was inv:ented by the dings, birthdays, b_oat. christenl{ittites in Mesopotamia thou- ings, and funerals. This ability
sands of years before the birth to express diverse emotions
originally attracted her to the
of Christ.
In 1745, playing one in Sco- instrument, Thompson said.
_ She demonstrated the moods
tland meant a death sentence.
Elizabeth, the Queen Mother, ,..of the instrument by first playhas one played around Balmonn ing "Flowers of the Forest," a
Castle whenever she is in res- funeral piece that is supposed
idence, and it has entertained to be bad luck, proceding directly
into the more cheerful "Mull
~ita Khruschev.
of Kintyre" by Paul McCartney.
It is the bagpipe.
Linda Thompson, a Keene McCartney "recorded the song
State College student who has with electric bagpipes, according
finished a two year bagpipe to Thompson.
Thompson, who has been
scholarship at Arkansas State
College and studied in Bankory, playing the pipes for eight years,
Scotland, demonstrated the said that piping is a male
timeless and endearing instru- · dominated field. For a woman
ment last Friday afternoon in to play the pipes 50-100 years
Bratton Recital Hall in the ago would have been like a
woman wearing blue jeans," she
PCAC.
Thompson a member of the said.
The men have a strict dress
Worcester Kiltie Pipe Band
plays a Great Highland Scottish code: a Balmoral hat, kneebagpipe, which has three drones length kilt with sporan or male
and a char:iter coming out of the purse, long socks with a knife
bag. The chanter is what the tucked in one, and black patent
piper blows into and has the leather shoes. Women are free
fingerholes. The drones, a bass · to dress as they please, Thompand two tenors, create the pitch. son choosing to wear her _Clan
The bagpipe is capable of nine Cameron kilt, a white blouse tied
notes, low G to high G plus A. with lace at the neck, and black
The original Mesopotamian ballet slippers.
The bagpipe has a colorful
pipes had only one drone.
. The bagpipe is not .unique to history. During the Scottish
Scotland. There are also Tur- Rising of 1745,'the British
kish, French, and Italian vari- · invaded Scotland and made
ations. But, Thompson ex- wearing a kilt or playing the
plained,
when the instrument bagpipe illegal.
per ormance.
moved West to Scotland the
BAGPIPES, next page
Scots, "took it as their own."
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Students cast
in Godspell
other. The second act was more
By Francoise von Trapp
The stage was lit only by serious. Halfway through, the
reflections off a spinning mir- entire cast sat down and rerored ball. The voice of "God" moved their clown make-up
while Stephen continued teachboomed, breaking the silence.
Thus began an excellent per- ing. The tone be~ame somber
formance of the rock opera , up to the resurrection.
One of the best aspects of the
Godspell, given by the Exeter
Players Friday night at the show was the interaction between the audience and the cast.
Exeter Town Hall.
Godspetl is a modern, expres- The audience is not allowed to
sionistic, rendition of the adult sit and watch . Instead they
· life of Jesus Christ, including become part of the show. Bethe crucifixion. The characters cause of this, the show became
are all dressed in clown fashion, an emotional experience instead
and act out parables, (short of a performance.
The cast used the whole hall
stories) in pantomime, song,
for their stage. They walked into
and narration.
Some of the more familiar the audience and talked to the
musical numbers performed people. During one musical
were " Day by Day," " Prepare number, "Turn Back, Oh Man,"
Ye," "All Good Gifts," and "By Sonia, the vampy character,
. The crowd pushed forward against the stage as Joey and Johnny Ramone perform a song My Side."
strutted through the audience,
during their Friday night concert. (Paula Thorsland photo.)
Of the ten people cast in sitting on the men's laps.
During intermission, the acGodspell, five are students at
UNH. They are Stephen Small, -tors stayed in character, and
Mike O'Malley, Wendy S. Lan- invited the audience on stage
non, Suzette King, and Kirsten to have "wine."
The clinching factor in the
Branch.
(cominued from page 17)
The Jesus character, Stephen, success of this performance was
including a long streak of older and drink a· few beers. Anyway, tour in progress ( they were in (Rodger Ciley) leads the stories, the enthusiasm and energy of
New York the night before), teaching his friends the word the cast. It can be very difficult
"hits" ("Psycho Therapy," Saturday was another day.
A very interesting day it the band loosened up to give a of God. The plot has little for a cast of t~n to keep up the
"Blitzkrieg Bop," "Rock and
Roll Radio," and "Rock and Roll turned out t6 be. After quelling couple of hours of terpsichorean continuity, and the set is simple. momentum necessary to carry
High School"), the Ramones a vicious headache that plagued delight to both the crew on hand All this adds to the show's this show off, but they managed
gave the audience what they me after a night with the and to a live listening audience abstract effect.
the task beautifully.
bargafoed for, namely an hour Ramone brothers, I ventured on WUNH.
Despite a rather crude perThe first act had a light,
After two sets ( their break happy mood. In the beginning, forming area, and a few sour
of three-chord power rock with into the Stone Church in Newone or two variations of tempo. market to see the new roots rock was the john and a short photo all the characters sat down and notes, th~ whole production was
Still looking the same after sensation from Boston, Scruffy session) Scruffy presented fran- put clown ma_keup on each entirely enjoyable.
tic guitar leads from both Steall these years-leather jackets, the Cat.
The Stone Church is a great ·-phen Fredette and Charles Chessleeveless T-shirts and those
weird sixties-style haircuts- little room, which sits on the terman, relel)tless rhythm by
the Ramones haven't changed. hill and offers Bass Ale for a bassist Mac Stanfield and the
They still look brain damaged buck and a half. Drawing a hardcore-appearing drum man
(especially Dee Dee), only now rather electric crowd, the Stone Randall Gibson, and a really
they are heavier and have more , Church presen~s bands up close, strange electric banjo (courtesy
no holds barred.
of Stona Fitch) to a crowd that
lines on their faces.
Under the lights that give_ went home drenched.
But Friday night, their song new meaning to "minimalist,"
Scruffy'.s sound is hard to
renditions seemed tired, like the Cyclones opened the show define, like many of the roots
their facial expressions. They with a great set of country- bands popping up around the
looked as if they were simply based, rockabilly-tinged, and, country- in recent times, the
going ·through the motions.
sure enough, sixties-influenced Cyclones included. It incorporates all kinds of musical genres,
On their last Lp, Joey sings music.
like surf and rockabilly, garage
on "No Go," "My brai-n was
racing, but my feet wouldn't fly,"
Bruce McLain's beautiful red and roadhouse, psychedelic and
which aptly summed up the Fender guitar provided excellent even a hint of the. blues.
But for Scruffy the Cat it all
situation for me~ Although the punch and Malcolm Carlisle's
crowd enjoyed the.mselves, on "left-handed bass" keyboard comes together in a wonderful
songs like "Rockaway Beach," work led to an excellent sound combination held together with
their enthusiasm for the Ra- that worked surprisingly well tremendous energy and a lot of
mone's music often disguised for the band without a bass humor (with a few beers tossed
in for good measure).
Joey Ramone's remote and -_ player.
uninspired performance.
· Scruffy the Cat played quite
The Cykones, who have been
The crowd seemed rather _playing in and around Cape Cod a bit of their·own material, from
sedate to me, showing only for about three years, seem not "Swearin' off the Women and
subdued shoving and the to miss the bassist. After audi- Swearin' on the Booze" to
bouncers who were guarding tioning a number of ~andidates, "Momma Killed Hate" and
against stage divers acted like they found that Carlisle's broth- "Happiness to Go" which are
all the other stage crews that er was the only one that played all rousing tunes that fit in
I've recently seen. Although it well with the band. Unfortu- perfectly with terrific covers
was not a nice place to be with . nately he is currently playing : of older standards like "Route
66,_" "Lost Highway" and the
high heel pumps, the crowd with another
locaf banct, the · Beatle's "Ticket to Ride."
provided just enough energy to Gharm Dogs.
keep the show interesting.
It was a really great show
So, the Cyclones venture from the group that says, "We Linda Thompson, a Keene State College student, emonstrates
The Ramones gave two en- onward sans bassist. But, they
cores, featuring ·"Sheena Was have a terrific sound -t hat's like to bowl a lot.': Next time the use of the Great Highland Scottish Bagpipe. (Charles Smith,
you have the chance, in Boston Jr. photo.)
a-Punk Rocker" and "Too Tough danceable
and a lot of fun to
to Die," but they were not listen to. Saturday night they or at one of their many gigs in
enough to save what turned out played, according to guitarist . the New England area, see
to be a rather disappointing McLain, "full volume" rock and Scruffy the Cat.
<continued from page 17)
show.
· roll, mixing classics like 'Tm
You can hear them, in the
Thompson told the story of Piper on the Hill" in the classic
This was a surprise as their a MAN" a nd "Mercury BlueS" meantime, on the second Throb- the song "The Piper on the Hill' or Probaireachd style of piping,
latest album, although being wi th originals.
.
bing Lobster compilation, and which concerned a piper high she walked the length of the
s-tandard Ramone-type music,
The Cyclones were quite a . maybe soon, if their manager .on a hill practicing, spotting the room, emphasizing the feeling
has moments of life, especially treat but the real treat of the was sucessful in L.A. on some ·red coats in the distance and and history of the song.
"Endless Vacation" and "Chas- . evening came in with Scruffy Slash vinyl.
realizing he couldn't get down
ing the Night,"· which features the Cat. Insisting all through
the hill in time to warn his
"Rights of Kildaire," an Irish
Jerry Harrison on keyboards and · their set that "this is the best
Sunday, after the great time battalion. He mixed up the notes
music written by bassist:- we've played in six months," the night before, was dismal. in his song so his battalion song, was the last song on the
extraordinaire Busta Jones. Scruffy ignited the dance floor, . At least there was no Scruffy would be alerted. His friends · program. Thompson encour. Even though it wasn't the. best . sending the temperature inside :the Cat hangover (Well, nothing got away, but the piper on the aged her audience to go to local
show in recent times, it was still ·. tlre:Chruch up to boiling. _ · · to speak of), it's just that I've hill was punished by having his Highland games to see more· of
the joy and spirit of competitive
fun to see the band that taught >' 'Looking a bit ha~ried bef?r_e · been at 'this damn typewriter hands cut off.
piping.
us how to forgo style for energy : t~e.show, due to a. six day muu~ .. all day missing Poltergeist.
As Thompson played "The

----------BAND S--------
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Fires ide Staff Appl icati ons

§
§
§
§
§
§

Colistenol, Rid
we

YR care

/
CALL 862- 2293
6 p.m. -rpid nigh t

/

§

I

81

~~~

~.-

·

.

.

ANYWHERE IN
NEW HAMPSHIRE
/

800- 582- 7341

o/

§
§
§
§

I

Drop-in
Base ment Schofield

8

.Is

I§
.
·
I
The Fireside Experience
I
I§§
I
1~
II
If you are interest ed in a vigouou s learnin g experie nce that
will teach you more about yoursel f and others plan on filling
out an applicatian.

/

/

~~

I
II ·

I

FIRESI DE is now accepti ng applica tions for new staff for
next Y,ear. Applica tions are available at the Dean of Student s
Office, Huddleston Hall -and are due April 22nd.

.

ccoi-~.r ..,oo-..r~ ..,...,.~~ ..o"'".., ..-O-..r. .r..oi-.., ~~

§Is

For Extra Info: Call Carol Ober Doso 862-2050

§~.IC0"""...,...,.,~..,...,...,

.~..,..,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,...,.~..,....,.~~..,...,..-0--~..,-..,.~

SKOAL BANDITS
·Kickin' Some Serious ... on the
Kap pa Sig ma Front Lawn

~-: ;~-

Sat urd ay, April 20 1:00

p.m.

--- --- --- KE G TO SS.----------To Benefit United Way
For more information call 868-9717
•Tea ms of five• lndiv idual corri petiti on•S ign up day of even t•

..,.

• •
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(continued from page
1)

must also attend three programs
within the dorm and one at
another mini dorm. They must
also attend dorm meetings,
Horton said.
"A lot of people just do the
bare minimum to stay her so
they can keep a single," Proctor
said.
"Some people who don't live
here say that/ they don't have
the time to plan addendums
because they should be studying
instead," she said.
"People are afraid to do
something more," s•aid Pat

Shaw, a sophomore wildlife
major who lives in Woodruff
House. "There's a lot of peer
pressure not to get involved,
but we get a real lot of satisfaction," Shaw said.
In Woodruff House there is
currently a bottle recycling
project in one corner, beds of
spring plants in another, a green
house against the north side of
one wall, an aquaculture fish
project, a worm farm project,
a windmill demonstration , a
bicycle-generating project, and
newspaper cl_ippings~ posters

and notices about endangered
species throughout the dorm.
"There's always something
going on here," said junior
c9mputer science major Ward
Chase.
At Richardson House last fall
50 Gary Hart campaigners slept
in the lounge because they had
nowhere else to stay, Horton
said. And another time, the
entire dorn was under Marshall
Law, he said. Phone calls, mail
and visitors had to be screened
so residents would understand
the law.

"When I graduate I will -have
gotten more than a degree and
gotten drunk," Shaw said. 'Tm
getting more out of my education and money," she said.
"Living here gives you selfconfidence and a sense you're
doing something important,"
Proctor said.
But while residents say their
activities are commendable, they
say their reputations are not.
"People call us granolas,
mellow, laid-back types," Shaw
said. "But we don't consider
ourselves granolas or different."

"The only thing that separates us is we are interested in
living in a certain environment
and we pursue it," Horton said.
"We have the same problems
as everyone else."
"People just don't know what
we do or who we are," Proctor
said.
And the problem, Shaw says,
is lack of information or misinformation. ·
"People say they don't know
where we are, or which dorm
is which, but if thye just came
and saw what we do they would
understand us."
"When I was at Freshman
Orientation a counselor told me
I wouldn't want anything to do
.., ith the minis," said Woodruff
_esident Kelly Bishop

Proctor said residents plan
publicize the mini dorms, and
hope the UNH Admissions
Office will help in the effort.
Residents are also planning a
"minifest" for April 27. Plans
include booths, hot ballon rides,
bands performing throughout
, the day, and a bonfire.
"This is a good chance for the
students to see what the minis
are really like and why we want
to live here," Proctor said.
to

We'll Listen
The UNH Mediation ProjectA dispute resolution program for
conflicts between roommates, neighbors or with your landlord.
A free and confidential service available
to full time commuting students,
residents of Forest Park and the
Undergra~ ate Apartment Complex.

,-BABU SHKA(cominued from page 7)

Call the UNH Mediation Project at
868-3612 or stop.by Room 136 in the
MUB, Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-4: ?,0 p.m.

on the street about the Soviet
Union he would tell you it is a
"gray, starving mass of people
which simply have to revolt. "
"They are not starving, not
gray and revolt is doubtful," she ·
said. In Russia a smile is reserved for family and friends,
they see a smiling US tourist
and think "simple-mind ed
fools ."
Revolt is doubtful because the
system provides positive incentives for assimilation and disincentives for mutiny, Fleszar
said. "The Government is giving
enough to prevent revolt but
not enough to give time for a
revolt. Russians do not compare
themselves to the United States
but to how bad it could be."

tlJflO
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.UNCI
April 18
Thursday 7 & 9 pm
$2.00 Students I Public
Murk/and Hall Auditorium

729 Boylston St. Suite 201
Boston, MA 02116
Mon-Fri 9:30-5:30 p.m.

Ask for free catalog .
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Deg ree Candidates!_
A list of all stude nts
who have filed an
inten t-to- grad uate ·
card for the May 1985
grad uatio n is now post ed
on the bulle tin boar d
in the -base men t of Thom pson Ha//. If you
plan to grad uate in
May and your nam e is
is not on the list,
please com e in to
Room BA, Thom pson Hall
at once .
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As a special thank you for your support
of our new store, g > ~ , and your
continued support of our "old"
Book 'N Card Loft, we invite you
to these special events:

§

t

t
§

!

,~
'1

2t

~

§

WEDNESDAY APRIL, 17th (Book Loft only)
Hardcovers, Paperbacks
Children's, & Music books

i

THURSDAY APRIL 24th

(Cf JJ~ ~)

'1

1)

i~

'
Cards, stationery, gin wrap,
bows & ribbons, frames, party goods,
mugs, puzzles, toys, dolls,
stuffed animals (sale merchan dise
and helium balloon s not include d)

JQOI Off
/0

i
i
t
§

§

,)
i)

§
§
§
i,

§

COMMENCEMENT-MAY 25, 1985
10:30 am

':;

::

VISA• AMEX • MASTERCARD

the book 'n' card loft

i~

_ g>~

64 main st durham

52main st durham

I~

,

,~

§1---------------------1~

,~

•..NE W HUMANITI···ES···CO
···•·,
----------•
UR SE ! FA LL 1985•
"- -

--.q,..q,,.,q,,<1'/•,,.q·,c.Q'x.Q,~.QH.q-

..q,~~~

---------..

iWh at are the sources of SCIE NTIF IC CREA TIVIT Y?
•Do these include huma nistic modes of thoug ht and expre ssion s?
• What impa ct have the huma nities and culture had on the devel opme nt
.of mode rn science and vice versa?
-

Theoretical physics of

ALBERT EINST EIN

Evolutio nary biology of

CHARLES DARW IN

Scientific psychology of

· WILLIAM JAMES

HU MA NIT IES 651:

HUM ANI TIE S AND SCIE NCE : THE NAT URE OF
SCIE NTI FIC CRE ATI VIT Y
.
(Satisfies category 8 of gener al education require"!ents.)

Co-taught by Val Dusek (Philos ophy)
David Leary (Psychology)
Harvey Shepar d (Physics)

TR 2-3:30 p.m.
Murkland 305

··•~---------------•···•·-----------------•-

,....
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MICS

-FRANKLIN<continued from page 5)

GARFIELD

By JIM DAVIS

•

New _Hampshire to Oregon.
"I did seriously debate it
(moving to Oregon)," said
Clark, whose last position at
Nike was director of production
evaluation. "But I always wanted
to start a health club, and when
we realized we could fit it in the
Franklin, I stayed."
Clark said he expects the
center's clientele to be about a
"50-50" mix between students
and town residents. "With the
townspeople's diverse hours and
the 'Students' diverse hours the
center could be busy about 19
hours a day," Clark said.
"We want to offer. the someth i n8 different that Pveryone

)

DOONESBURY
FINALLY TON/(j/-(T, /Ale
TAKE A LfXJK. AT ON&

By GARY TR-UDEAU

A5 7H& CJ7Y /J/<AaS FOR.

·DISTINGUISH·

7HINGS 5l3eM PR£TTYMIA
AS 7HEY a/ER& 25 Yt"Al?S A

· (continued from page 1)
for comment.
"It is important not to see this
as a popularity contest," said
Daniels, who acted as liaison
representing the Alumni Association on the committee.
"We had 107 nominations
who had to meet very definite ·
criteria and all of whom were
outstanding or they wouldn't
have been nominated at all. It
was a very hard decision."

f!NAL/Q.ifJ<..OF ITS 5c.45Q

OF THE MOSTENM
! RITES Of 7He AMERJi CAN COLJB3E SCENE
~ 5PRING 81<£AK IN

talks about but nobody ca_n find,'~Clark said.

!Jt&R-Oll/66/Ne, mT-SH!.
~ ANO Cl<JJl~IN

-MERRIMACK·

BLOOM COUNTY
1H€ ~T(}f?Y f3€H/Nll llU 7HIS
CI/N B€ 5UMM€f7 UP fN
WO S€NT€NC€5 ur-re«€P
IN fl !?€CENT
C0NV€!<.5f/1/0N:

By BERKE BREATHED
( 1.) ,, SAY, HOW 'eO<JT 11 fl/IT€ _r
( z) ,, SORRY... I ONlY PLAY
SNU&&l€8UNNl€5 WITH
MACHO PRO WK€fJTl€K5.//

flAKN 1/f~T
5U8Tlt, fEMININE
MnNIPUlltllON
\.
..II
'

SHOE

By JEFF MACNELLY

~f~, KIO... PVT™I~

,ue. JUK~ eox. .

1~

.

))

(continued from page 3)
US.NH Trustees and the legislature have been concerned
recently about the leveling off
and decline in two-year degree
enrollments.
"The proposed merger of
Merrimack Valley College within UNH is designed to provide
strengthened educational programs and services for people
throughout the most heavily
populated area of New Hampshire," Grant said.

END OF
WINTER?
BIKE
SALE

~

I·,

Trek Touring Bike
Reg. $870 Sale $650

.I

' !

l

©Jefferson Communicati
Distributed by Tribune

Nishiki Citibike
Reg. $235 Sale $175

cate Inc.

ASKSHAGG

by PETER GUREN

Nishiki Cust Spt
Reg. $280 Sale $239
Trek 400
Reg. $320 Sale $295
Nishiki Sebring
Reg. $235 Sale $195

Sale Ends
April 20

Durham Bike
M-F 9-5
Sat: 9-12
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Summer subletters wanted . furnished two
bedroom apt. in Durham at the Coops. Rent
negotiable. Call 868-1116
Cape Cod. Hyannis, beach or town. Gals,
rooms with fridge and kitchen priviledges
double occupancy apts, cottages season
only 55 week & up. Call Ed 1 -6 ·1 7 -778-1158
or Ceil 1-617-438-8151 Hurry (Keep trying)
Durham furnished single rooms with bath
available for female students only.Available
for 1985-86 academic year. Private entrance . Ten minute walk fro THall $850
per semester, including utilities. Call 8682217 after 4 pm
Faculty residence available for 85-86
ocadcmic year. rully furni-=ihcd rc-=itorcd

colonial, 2 bedrooms 1 ½ baths, living room,
kining room, ect in kitchen, study, wood
stoves and oil heat. PErfect for visiting
faculty. 10 minutes to camps or Karivan
route . $600 per month plus utilities. Call
659-3537
Subletters needed for summerl Apt . in the
Coops willing to negotiate a good deal.
Call STephanie or Snady at 868-9711 or
862-2455
Summer Sublet. Females wanted to sublet
4 bedroom house in Madbury Road from
June through August. $150/mo & utilities
(negotiable) call 868-9802 Ask for Cheryl
of Suzy.
Roommate need. Female preferred nonsmoker, nicre room in big apartment Call
Lucinda 7 42-0217 $175 plus utilities
Summer sublet/fall option in Dover. 2
bedroom apartment (1 double & 1 single),
large living room and kitchen, full bath,
5 miles from UNH on Kari-Van, large front
lawn, plenty of free parking. $330/mo plus
elect. Call after 8:00 pm 7 49-6880 ask for
Doug or Tom
Wanted single summer sublet and/or fall
residency w / kitchen, bath, close walking
distnace to classes. reasonable. Call Perry
at 868-97 41 or 2-1130 early am or after
midnight.
Summer sublet, sunny apartment, walking
distance from campers, 2 bedrooms (4
people) kitchen livingroom and bathroom
laundry facilites on gounds.Beautiful front
lawn, perfect for sunbathing $195 per
person or best offer. Call Mel 868-3378
SUBLET single apt with kitchen and bath.
Very quiet. Need sublet for June and July
$280 a month. Call Chris at 868-1827 MWF
mornings and between 4 and 8 weekdays.
CAPE COD Hyannis, beach or town. Gals,
Rooms with fridge and kitchen priviledges
double occupancy. Apt. cottages season
only 55 week & up Call EWd 1-617-7781158 or Ceil 1-617-438-8151 Hurry (keep
trying)
Nice 2 bedroom apt. Newmarket for 198565. On Kari-van, off street parking, $4550
a mon. of $1990 a semester for academic
year includes heat and hot water. Sorry,
no hpets. Please call 868-2281
SUMMER SUBLET: 2 spaces available
(females only) in Main ST. Durham apartment. Gorgeous apt. You'd love to live herel
Call of contact Amy or Amy at 18 Main St.
Apt. 2, 868-7558 $200 mo/each
Roommate needed fall 86:._1 female
roommate neede.d for fall semester only.
Davis Court Apts. 56 Madbury Rd. spacious
and quiet. CAIi 868-5641 ask for Nancy,
Terry or Kim.
WANTED-2 people to share a double in
a house on Young Drive. $900 per semester
per person plus utilities . 4 friendly quiet
housemates. Call 2-1588 or 2-1590 ask
for Hope, Francoise, Tim or Steve.

CLASSIFIED

2 full time farm workers needed on large
org . veg . farm in Alton, NH. All aspects from
planting to selling . Rm, board, and pay Call
soon. 776-4731 Sara or Bruce.

HAWAII-FT. LAUDERDALE-CALIFORNIA-VAIL-ASPEN-BAHAMAS- YOU
CAN HAVE MONEY TO TRAVEL ANYWHERE YOU LIKE OR BUY ANYTHING
YOU WANT NOWI ARE YOU EARNING
WHAT YOU'RE WORTH OR WOULD LIKE
TO SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME?
WOULD LYOU LI KE TO REPRESENT
PRODUCTS THAT WORK AND YOU CAN
BE PROUD OF? JOIN THOSANDS OF
SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE THAT MAKE ANYWHERE FROM AN AVERAGE OF $1000
-$25,000 PER MONTH! NO TRAVELINGNO DOORTO DOOR-WORD OF MOUTH
IS THE KEYi GPRDUCTS HAVE A 100%
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. MAKE MONFY NOWI A~K MF HOWi r:AI I RnR-1.iR?.
FOR AN INTERVIEW
Summer jobs. Program coordinator (playground), Tennis instructor, summer day
camp counsellor, maintenance laborer,
swimming instrucotr / lifeguard, swimming
pool attendant: $4,66 to $5.14 per hour .
contact Dover Rec Dept. at 742-5718. The
city of Dover is an equal opportunity
employer.
Attractive? Full of character? Send photo
and resume to: ARISTON Modeling Agency
PO Box 1724 Dover, Nt-J 03820
WANTED: THREE ADVERTISING SALESPEOPLE .. Test your entrepreneurial abilityi
Excellent paid training program, plus high
earning potential. Short-term, full-time
positions available. Possible long-term
positions in the future. Call 430-9668, or
436-8448 or send resume to SNAC, Box
2, Portsmouth, New Hampshire, 03801.
(EOE)
Live 0 in babysitter for summer for 3 boys
ages 13, 8 and 10 months. Salary plus
private room and board. Call 664-2938
evenings or weekends.
- $10-$360 weekely, up mailing circulerd!
No bosses/ quotas! Sincerely interested
rush s-elf-addressed envelope: Mailers
Association Dist. AR- 7CEG PS Box 4 70
Woodstock IL 60098
SUMMER RESIDENT CAMP STAFF
NEEDED Ecology director, waterfront
director and staff and more. 625-6431 or
964-9824
Music Marathon. DJ service available of
weddings parties dances. Call 207-6985678 ask for Keith
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE. HAMPTON
BEACH , CREATIVE chef at a small elegant
cafe . For interview call 926-3542
Write your own professional resume with
easy to follow line by line instruction form.
$5.40 each (ck/MO) to SECRETARY, 13
Old Landing Rd ., Durham, NH 03824
Bartenders and Waitresses wanted. No
experience needed. Positions available
now & for summer job. Apply in person
between 7 pm & 8 pm Open hours 6 pm
Iii 1 am Old Farm Pub 34 Locust st, Dover
NH 03820 742-9808
Want to live cheaper this summer and not
lose your privacy? How about your own
room (medium size) in Dover for $131.25
(highly negotiable). The apt . includes a
large living room , kitchen, pantry, dining
room and parking. If you wish to live w /
your partner you can. This will bring down
the cost of the utilities (not included). Two
Kari-Van stopsll Call Nowl Maria/Chantal
868-1201 or Chantal at 7 49-1849
Jobs For Next Yearlll JOIN THE MUB
TEAMIII On Thursday and Friday April 25th
and 26th the MUB Employers will be
recruiting workers for next year. Work-study
preferred but all hard workers welcome.

Wanted: Student over 18 to serve as dental
exam patient in Florida During first week
of June. Free dental care in exchange. For
details call collect, 603-778-8197 after
6pm

For Sale Honda 350 an old bike , but great
to cruise with. Call Mark 868-5823.

Summer housemates wanted. Four spaces
available in six -person , co-ed, furnished
house (bedrooms partially furnished). Close
to campus. large yard with garden.
$160/month includes util ities. Call Peggy
at 868-1991

COLOR ANALYSIS AND BEAUTY FACIAL.
Only $20.00. find out your natural skinn
tone colors best make up shades , how to
color coordinate your wardrobe. Be happier
this spring. For appointmentcall 659-2268
or 431-1879

l[fl]

-H-elp
w_anted_ _

Overseas Jobs. summer, yr. round. Europe,
.S. Amer ~. Australia, Asia. All fields. $9002000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC.
PO BX 52 NH, Corona Del Mar, CA 92675

SUMMER HOUSE -S ITTER Responsible
graduate student will maintain and/or
repair your house while you're away. 26
yrs old, single, "lery handy , non-smoker ,
no pets, very flexible. For peace of mind
this summer, CALL JIM AT: 430-2273
AFTER 6 p.m.

TYPING SERVICE. Retired secretary.
Experienced in all types of class papers.
Will correct spelling and grammar. Located
walking distance to campus. Call Anita,
868-7078

Zena-ls it time to party yet?? Youve really
been being too good lately and I'm going
to have to insist that you go wild this
weekend. You have a lot to celebrate so
go for it. Kathy

TASk is psonsoring a three-part minicourse, '.'Strengthen Your Research Paper
Skills." Part 1-Defining a Topic and
Developing a Thesis Statement. Part 2Accessing Information in the Library. Part
3-Organizing and Writing the Research
paper. Thursdays, April 4, 11 & 18, 12:302:00 Dimond Library Rm. 13. Floor B.

Susan, good luck on your test today, of
course you'll ace it like usuaII Your
roommate.

NEED TO LOSE UNWANTED POUNDS?
WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ ALOE BASED
NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FROM CALIFORNIA YOU CAN LOSE 12-29 LBS. A MONTH
ON! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
LOSE WEIGHT NOWI ASK ME HOW! CALL
868-1482
FOR SALE. '71 Mercury Montego. V-8 AC
Hardly any rust. New battery. 6 tires, 2 of
them brand new. Cheap reliable transportation, must sell to pay summer tuition. Call
742-0082 afternoons & evenings.
For Sale: A classecl 1969 Galaxy 500 Ford,
2 door. 72,000 miles. $500.00 or best offer.
Must sell by May. Call Tom at 868-1115
between 5-7 evenings.
Cameras for Salel All in excellent condition
including instructions. Yashica FX-3 Supra
with 50 mm F /2.0 lens-$125.00; contax
139 Quartz with 50 mm F / 1.7 lens$200.00; Olympus OM-2S, black body only
$2.00.00. Call Dave at 749-9311 anytime
(leave message on machine).
ICE CREAM LOVERS TAKE NOTEI 3 gallon
tybs available in 41 flavors for your next
gathering . Just $11.00 at the farm. 1 Tub
yields 40-50 servings. ½ gallons too. Green
Dream's Udder Place Rte 155-A, Lee. 6595127
typewriter for sale. Underwood 565 electric,
good little machine. Includes case and
paper._Make me an offer. Call 868-6286
after 9 pm or before 9 a.m.
1980 VW Rabbit, body in perfect cond.,
· new tires, new battery/ alternator/ shocks.
Am/FM cassette. $2000 or bo. Call Chuck
at 868-5839
Longboards, Perfect for spring at Tuckerman's. Head DH camps (220 cm), 2 pair
K2 DH (215 cm), Rossingnol Strata
(210cm); also 77 Lange Banshees in good
shape (9½) and Hanson Teams in fair
condition (9½). Everything dirt cheap. Call
Steve. 7 49-2518
Must selll!! - 45 Watt Sansui receiver.
TEchnics belt-frive turntable lyric 25 watt.
Speakers. Equipment new in '84-$225.00
or bo. Call 2-2428 or 868-9832 evenings
and ask for Lori.
1979 Suburu Station Wagon; great condition inside and out; 5-speed, 38 MPG;
garaged since new; no rust; AM/FM; roof
rack; beautiful and dependable, $2750 or
best offer or 1969 VW Beetle, superb
condition; garaged, no rust. Beautiful beige,
$2000, or best offer. 868-5122
FURNITURE-used furniture for sale.
Dressers, tables, chairs $5 -$!5. Call Lisa
at 868-2828
For Sale 185 Kneissl Super Star Skiis.
$150.00 used once. Call Susan 862-3188
For Sale 1982 Kawasaki 550-L TD Blacklow mileage. good condition. $1,700 telephone 742-6756
1976 Fiat Spider Convertible. Black with
tan interior. Excellent running condition
One owner. $1750 firm. Call (207) 6769024
WANTED Empty kegs. If you have a keg
sitting in your closet, sell ill Call 772-5140
FOR SALE. '71 Mercury montego V-8.
hardly any rust. AC. New battery, 6 tires ,
2 of them brand new. Cheap reliable
transportation. Must sell to pay summer
tuition. Call 742-0082 afternoons and
evenings. "W ELCOME TO NEW HAMPSHIRE, NOW GO HOME" bumperstickers.
Only $1 .5 0 each to: BMC, Box 1900
Conway, N-H 03818. ree list of wise-cracks
available on request.

11,]

____
Pe_rso_na_ls_ _

Laura Jean , let's have a real good week
with lots of swimming and lots of funII We
earned it I I'll probably be going home this
weekend to have some more fun, but let's
plan a night to party this week (for a
change)-KJ Oh yeah, Hi Joni Congrats
on doing so well this weekend. Too bad
you missed Scandall

Karla and Scott-I hope you didn't fall asleep
in history todayI I had a great time at the
party Friday, we'll have to do it again real
soon for those with b-days in May and the
summer, ie Susan, Bart, Me, Gina, Zena,
and Laura. You better start planning. Kathy
i:tetsy N.-Thanks for taking care of my pal
Laura when she was sick on Sunday. She
said it was the flu but we really know what
it was!I Kathy
Mark-missed you lots. Long 4 days, a long
momns. But n Is somernIng to grow
stronger from. Love LC

4

Jobs For Next Yearlll JOIN THE MUB
TEAMII! On Thursday and Friday April 25th
_and 26th the MUB Employers will be
recruiting workers for next year. Work-study
preferred but all hard workers welcome.
ADOPTION Professional married couple
wish to adopt newborn. Will pay all medical,
legal and counseling expenses. Please
contact Robert Bossie, 440 Hanover St.
MancMster, NH (603) 668-2222
Come dance your feet off with Now Sound
Express this Thursday in the MUB PUBII
Doors open at 8 pm come Early to be sure
to get a spot on the dance floor.
AZ the brothers and pledges of ACACIA
want to thank you and your pledges for
a very fun and funny skit night last
Wednesday. Lets do it again
The treasures of King TUT are to be
revealed at UNH soon
Once upon the great river NILE. ..Tut rises
The mysteries of King Tut...coming some
nite soon
Mini Dorm Festival. Sat., april 27 Live
Entertainment. All DAY
_Wayne- I am c-razy for you. M.
Lauren!I! HAPPY BIRTHDAY, LOVE JUNIOR
KEVIN-YOU'RE A GREAT FRIEND, IF
YOU EVEN WANT TO TALK FEEL FREE
TO CALL. HEIDI
MILTY-LONG TIME NO SEE. I WANT TO
SEE YOU BEFORE GRADUATION. YOUR
FRIEND HEIDI
I need a place to live!!I Starting 6/ 1 for a
year. Open space for a dog, commuting
distance from UNH. Call Mark 868-5823.
Sandra-you have a lot of---to debate
about a lot of---for an hour and a half.
Just joking. Your neighbor. LL

L.JO YOU FEEL TIRED, SLUGGISH, NEVER
ENOUGH EVERGY TO STUDY? WANT TO
BOOST YOUR ENERGY LEVEL WITHOUT
STIMULANTS OR DRUGS? WE HAVE AN
HERBAL/ ALOE BASED NUTRITIONAL
SYSTEM FROM CALIFORNIA THAT IS
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY THAT WILL
HELP YOU SHAKE THAT RUN DOWN
FEELINGI ALL NATURAL PRODUCTS
WILL GIVE YUOU AN EVERGY BOOST
WHILE YOU GET HEALTH AT THE SAME
TIME. 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
FEEL GREAT NOWI ASK ME HOW! CALL
868-1482
HAVE YOU TRIED TO GAi N OR MAI NT Al N
YOUR WEIGHT, OR ADD BULK WITH NO
SUCCESS? WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ ALOE
BASED NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FROM
CALIFORNIA THAT WILL HELP YOU GAIN
OR KEEP YOU AT THE WEIGHT YOU
NE;E;D AND CE;T 1-f(;AL Tl-IV WI-IIL(; YOU

rp.

DO
100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
GAIN WEIGHT NOW! ASK ME HOWi CALL
868-1482
Mini-Fest '85. Saturday, April 27 Look for
signs MAKE PLANS
Laura and Zena-Things a~e looking upl
With summer only a few weeks away, I think
I'm in love or at least deep lust! When do
we know if Zena is going to Texas or New
York??? We will have to rendez-vous at
the jacouzzi sometime soon!! Dancing,
champagne, a hot ttJb, good food and good
friends, what more could we ask for???
KJ
.,.-,_ Jobs For Next Year!'!f JOIN THE MUB
TEAM!!! On Thursday-aod Friday April 25th
and 26th the MUB Employers will be
recruiting workers for next year. Work-study
preferred but all hard workers welcome.
To the person who broke iri1o.a room in
Williamson Hall and stole· my je~elry and
money on Thursday night 4/ 11 I woul-d
appreciate the return otthe jewelry. i:f has
sentimental value. Keep the money-no
questions asked!!
Ice Cream Lovers take note! 3 gallon tubs
available in 41 flavors for your next
gathering. Jl,.lst $11 .00 at the farm. 1 tub
yields 40-50 servings. Half gallons too.
Green Dream's Udder Place. Rte 155-A,
Lee 659-5127
Lauren III HAPPY BIRTHDAY, LOVE JUNIOR
KEVIN - YOU'RE A GREAT FRIEND, IF
YOU EVEN WANT TO TALK FEEL FREE
TO CALL. HEIDI
MILTY-LONG TIME NO SEE. I WANT TO
SEE YOU BEFORE GRADUATION. YOUR
FRIEND HEIDI
Summer SUblet: Dover, on Karivan routeown room, fully furnished. $125.00/month
plus utilities. Duplex shared with 3 others.
Call Deb, Jen or Jill at 749-2910 evenings.
Lease, no security.

Don't Miss Out

-Garage Sale
and
Bake Sale
Phi Mu
35 Madbury Rd.
Sunday, April 28th
1 0:00 am-4:00 pm

Incredible Bargains On ...
Furniture,
Home Appliances, and
Vintage Clothing etc.
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- - - -.......- - - - - ~ - --PEACE R A L L Y - - - - - - - - - - - - people on different issues
around the world. Dr. Robert
Bowman, who flew for the Air
Force during Vietnam and has
previously worked for General
Dynamics, spoke out against

"star wars" (SDI, Special Defense Initiative), "it's a waste
of a trillion dollars, but I
wouldn't want it even if it were
free," he said.
Seloka Phirwa of the African

(continued from page 3)
National Congress of South
Africa spoke out against the
white minority government of
that nation. "We are faced with
the most brutal regime Africa
has ever known, that claims to

• ~on't like to cook? _
• Grocery lines a hassle?
• · No time to clean up dishes?·
• (3-ot a :Big Appetite?
.• Like to find a bargain?
• ;,Want a really good meal ·well balanced - nutritious ~ unlimited seconds?
THEN -

.

ou need a UNH Dlnin Services

CoMKUTER- t(UJ. tlAN

.
Can Dining Services : 862.:..1821
or drop by 205 Pettee House for more information

represent western civilization,
that claims to be a bastion of
anti-communism, but that practices upon its people the crime
of racial superiority."
"These issues are closely
related," Alpert later told a
reporter, "look at the policies
in South Africa. People are
being exploited and US companies are making money on it,
and where is the money going?
To build more nuclear weapons?
US firms?
"No place to hide when the
missiles fly /The earth is going
to die and there's no use asking
why /No sense to cry just give
your kid a hug and kiss your ass
guuubyt," :,aug Pac Slaulou and
the Blackwater String Band
between speakers.
A couple of teenage girls who
had been lounging on the lawn
in front of the State House
peeked over the hedge at the
backs of the Blackwater String

Band in front of them on the
sidewalk. One smiled and
giggled. "They dress funny,"
she said.
"Know what this is about?"
someone asked. They replied
with a bemused "no," looked
at each other, and walked away
giggling.
Lynn Higges from Milford,
New Hampshire was dressed
up in a clown outfit and painted
childrens' faces. "Children have
a lot to say, and I think it's
important for them to express
themselves," she said. Children
were given posters to draw on
that had "Save The Earth"
printed on them. They were
blank in the center whei;-e they
drew "what they want to save
most in the world," said Higges.
"For many of us I think it's the
concern for our children that
led us to this," she said, her red
painted lips breaking into a
smile.

-COMMUT ERS<conrinued from page 8)
dents, graduate students and
other special projects needed
by the council.
So far no particular issues
have been brought to the council's attention said Price, but it
is ready now to deal with issues
of commuter interests as they
might come up.

The
New
Hampshire
is looking for ded-

EveryTI calculator comes with
one extra number. .
.·
1-800-TI-CARES
.When you buy a Texas .
Instruments calculator _you ·
don't just buy a cakulatoi, .you
buy Texas Instruments' coin,
.
mitment to quality. · ,
It's a commitment backed
by a fully developed service
network that includes the
above toll,free number you can
call from anyplace in the
United States.
If you have any applications,

operations, or service questions,
call us Monday.thru Friday
between 9 am and 4 pm CST,
and we'll be glad to help.
If your calculator needs
repairing, we'll direct you to
one of our 46 conveniently
located service centers for an
immediate exchange. Under
warranty, it's free. If there's no
center near you, we'll do it all
by mail.

Of course, there's just one
catch. It has to be a Texas
Instruments calculator. But
then, if you're as smart as we ·
think you are, why wouldn't
it be?

T.
.IEXAS

♦

INSTRUM ENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

icated people to
take pictures. If
you are interested
in photograp hy
and want to learn
more or ifyoujust
want to· get involved with the
best student organization on campus, stop by Room
151 of the MUB.
No experience is
necessary, but it
.
is helpful.

AIR~£~.g

UNLrffieto
A Cut Above
the Rest"

~

29 Main St.

Durham
Phone:

868-7051
Mon. - Sat. 9-5:30

~
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UNH men's crew finishes behind BU and NE
By Erika Randmere
The UNH men's crew team,
one of the top teams in Division
II, encountered difficulty in
competing against Division I
Boston University (BU) and
Northeastern (NE), Saturday
on the Charles River. UNH
finished behind BU and NE in
all races.
"We were tested against best
level competition," said UNH
head coach Chris Allsopp.
"UNH has expanded into a
larger number of people this
year, eventually setting ground
for racing against top section
b:2stern Assoc.iat.ion teamo," oa.id

.The women's crew team preparing for action.The men's team placed third at Boston over
ihe weekend.(Erika Randmere file photo)
·

INTRAMURAL ROUNDUP

Allsopp.
The transition from Divison
I to II has been difficult for
UNH. The competition has a
jump on UNH because it has
access to indoor rowing facilities, while UNH doesn't. Also,
UNH has had to contend with
a three week delay in getting
on the water because of a late
thaw of Oyster River (UNH's
training site).
This past Saturday the novice
boat "C" was the first to race,
half an hour after arriving in
Boston. "We got to the parking
lot, unloaded and were on the
river," said novice coxswain
Julie Stickler. "Novice boat "B''
went out on the tails of novice
"C'. They had no time to warm
up and to mentally prepare for
the race."
·

Novice boat "A" raced with
a missing skeg. The skeg is
necessary in stabilizing and
steering the boat. Three rowers,
John Carpenter,Jim Bride,John
Beardsley rowed in two races
due to injuries of other oarsmen.
UNH's JV lightweight boat
competed against NE and BU's
third varsity heavyweight boat.
. After the first 500 meters UNH
was only 3-5 seats behind. "We
. were still definitely in the race,"
said coxswain Bill Segal. "Then
they moved out on us and we
couldn't catch them," added
Segal. UNH's boat consisted of
three noY.icc.'.I, tw-o 1.i-ghtw-c.ight::,

and three heavyweight varsity
rowers.
The varsity heavyweight boat
had to contend with strong
winds which blew them towards
Cambridge's shore. UNH had
a slight lead in the first twenty
strokes but BU and NE pulled
ahead. While UNH was powerful it didn't have the effec. tiveness with blades completely
in the water in rowing, according to coxswain Scott Johnson.
"The race was a big disappointment but we have a lot to
look forward to and to do well,"
said Segal. Sunday UNH will
be competing against Temple
in Durham. Temple is UNH's
main rival at the Dad Vail
Rowing Association Championships in May.

·sPORTS SCHEDULE
TODAY-

3-on- 3 Halfc o.urt Bask etbal l
- UNH's team of Carl Boggis, Dan Grip and Scott Leighton
won the Northeast Regional Champions hip of the 3-on-3 halfcourt
basketball tournamen t, sponsored by Schick, which was held
_ir1 Boston. UNH defeated Amherst College 20-19 .in overtime
in the championsh ip game.

Men's Hock ey
Acacia Bears defeated Six One-Hitter s 3-2 OT

Baseball at Providence(D H) 1 -p.m.
Softball at Keene State(DH) 2 p.m.

WEDNESDAYBaseball at home vs. Brown(DH) 1 p.m.
Men's Lacrosse at home vs. Boston College 2 p.m.

THURSDA YWomen's Lacrosse at home vs. Northeastern at
3:30 p.m.
Women's Track at Boston College Relays

. FRIDAY-

Men's Bowl ing
PKT Pins defeated PKT Deadwood 25-7

Softball at home vs. Holy Cross(DH) at 3 p.m.
Men's Track at Dartmouth 12:00 noon
Women's Track at Boston College Relays

----~.TRACK----

Women's Volleyball
McLaughlin B defeated McLaughlin A
15-10,5-15,15-3

Co-R ec Waterpolo
SAE defeated Lord 10-5

<continued from page 26)
3000m run and senior Pam Egan form on Saturday with a New
led them with a sixth place England qualifying 17:57.3,
finishing time of 10:26.1 that fourth place finish in the 5000m.
qualified her for the NE's. This
"I feel like I'm coming back
is a bright spot for Egan as her strong," said Connors. "I have
cross-country and indoor sea- been coming back for the past
sons were plagued with injuries. few months. I'd like to thank
The other three runners in Coach Nancy Krueger and
the 3000m, Cindy Defrancesco, Kathy Brandel!. They've helped
Priscilla Whitehouse and Beth me the most," Connors conDutton, all ran faster than they cluded.
did at the same distance one
The women's next meet will
week ago.
be at the Boston College relays
Junior distance runner Mau- starting on Thursday of this
reen Connors, who has had a week and going through Saturdisappointing year due to a day.
blood ailment, was back in fine

•
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Black Bear track team nips Wildcat team 79-75
By Bob Arsenault
Saturday was certainly a
change of pace for the men's
track team as they had a meet
at home. Despite the final score,
79-75 Maine, the meet turned
out to be a great_ success.
The two senior captains on
the team, Bob Connolly and
Rich Mazzocca, both won their
events in what was their last
home meet as UNH athletes.
Connolly, a. hammer and
shotputter, won the hammer
with a personal best throw of
171' l" and then took third in
the shotput with a toss of 46'2".
While Connolly was on the
weight field, Mazzocca was
winning the 440 yd run for the
second week in a row. His time
of 51.5 was good enough for a
three tenths of a second margin
of victory over Maine's Letourneau.
"The last time I won a meet
was against Maine in the indoor
season of my sophomore year.
That was the last home meet
until Saturday. It was nice to win
against them in my last home
meet, too," Mazzocca said.

The team as a whole res ponded very well to being at
home. Sophomore Andre Gar- ·
ron won the 100 yd, the 220 yd
and ran a leg of the 4xl 10 yd
relay.
Brian Gori, also a sophomore,
won both the 120 yd high
hurdles and the 440 intermediate hurdles as well as running
the l_~adoff leg of the mile relay.
"I told all my friends that I
was running and that got me
up a lot," said Gori.
"When we run away from
UNH, the buses tire you out and
cl1eu you have co run a couple
of miles just to get it out of your
system. Saturday," Gori cont.inued, "we ate at Young's and
then walked over to the meet.
It was nice for a change-it's
too bad that we don't have home
meets more often."
Continuing a strong year was
Ed McCabe in the field events.
McCabe won the discus with
150'9" and captured- second
places in both the hammer
throw and the shotput.

At the start, it looked as
though UNH was en route to
"I was happy to see a lot of avenging a sixty-point loss to
people at the meet and I only . Maine's Blackbears during the
wish we had a few more meets indoor season, but a lack of
at home while I was here," depth in the pole vault, triple
jump and three mile run cost
Mazzocca continued.

The University of Maine track team defeated UNH 79-75 Saturday in UNH's lone home meet
of the season.(Paula Thorsland photo)
the Wildcats this meet because UNH was holding a slim 75-65 langer. "The biggest thing wa~
Maine swept all 27 possible lead, but then Maine won both that we didn't have to step on
the three-mile run to make it a bus this time. It was nice to
pomts m mese events.
With two events remaining 75-74 and the mile relay for the see Bob Connolly and Rich Mazzocca win on their own
final score of 79-75.
track as both seniors and cap"Everyone performed well tains."
this week," said Coach Bou-

.Women's track sets ·records
By Bob Arsenault
Three women on the UNH
track team set personal records
for themselves at the UMass
Relays on Saturday down in
Amherst. The meet, which was
a nonscoring event teamwise,
also saw two UNH runners
qualify for the New England's
championship meet.
It's tough to say where she
is going to stop, but Sandy
Richter rewrites the javelin

record from week to week right
now. On Saturday, Richter
threw 145'6", eclipsing her
141'3" of last week by over four
f~et. Three of Richter's five legal
throws were better than her old
best.
Just as dominating in the
1500m run as Richter was in the
javelin were Kaki Seibert and
Dom St. Pierre with a 1-2 finish.
"Kaki was strong and confi-.
uent out mere on ~aturday," said

Coach Krueger, "and Dom displayed a lot of daring and a super
kick to get by four people in the
last 250 meters and finish
second."
Teresa Dexter, the team's
lone sprinter on Saturday, ran
27.5s for the 200m and established a new personal best in
the 400m with a time of 62.2.
UNH ran four athletes in the

W.TRAC~ page 25

-----M.LAX-----<continued from page 28)
quarter. Then the opening goal
2:47 into the fourth began
bridging UM ass· s gap, 14-11.
Although UNH' s Byrnes was
able to counter with a goal at
4:55 of the fourth quarter, three
consecutive UMass goals within
five minutes brought the Min. utemen within one with just

2:37 remaining.
The UNH defense remained
solid and, on a pass from Giatrelis, Wildcat Joe Nelson tallied
the game-clinching goal with
just 1: 17 left in the game.
UNH's attack, however, was
not the·only key in the Wildcat
victory . Junior goalie Andy
Soma kept the score from rising
more than once, turning away
thirteen Minutemen shots, keeping UMass at a distance.'
" We got it together ," said
Giatrelis. "We got the ground
balls."
"We'd beaten teams, such as
Holy Cross," said senior defenseman Steve Fenton, "but we
hadn't beaten a decent team
since Delaware. This was a good
win."
"We seemed unsettled ( earlier this season)," he continued,
"but this game we played a lot
better than we had ... a lot more
aggressively."
"No one was looking past this
game. Everyone was look_ing to
it," said Garber. "I feel great
for the players. They did what
they were capable of doing, and
won."
UNH next takes on Boston
College Wednesday and St.
John's Saturday here in Durham.
"They should be wins," said
Giatrelis confidently.

"We should .do well," echoed
!he Wildcat m~n•s !acrosse team upended the University of Massachusetts 16-14 yesterday after~oon in Durham. UNl!I
Fenton.
ts now 4-4.(Robm Stieff photo)
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UN H sof tba ll sq ua d sw ee ps Ca tam ou nts l •O, 6·2
By Steve Langevin
singled up the middle. Geary
At the beginni ng of the sea- then ground ed out to the seson the women' s softball team's condbas eman but on the throw
two starting pitchers, freshme n to first to retire Geary, MinBarb Drotos and Ellen Geary, ichiello broke for home plate
were high on potentia l and low and scored the winning run on
on experie nce, having never an error by the firstbas eman.
pitched at the college level, but
Drotos went the distance for
now with some games under UNH allowing only two walks
their belts they are gaining and one extra base hit as no
confide nce and showing their Vermon t baserun ner made it
potentia l.
·past second base. Firstbas eman
Friday afternoo n, behind the Sue Dacey got the other UNH
eight inning, five-hit, shutout hit, a lead-off single in the fifth
pitching of Drotos in the opener inning, but was thrown out at .
and the five hitter hurled by the plate late in the inning.
Geary in the second game, the
In the second game Vermon t

UNH . squad swept a doubk -

header from Vermon t 1-0 and
6-2.
"I'm very ple~sed with the
control both of them had on the
mound, both emotion ally and
with their pitches, " said UNH
head ·coach Jane Job. "They
aren't as nervous as they were
in the first few ganes; now they
are more composed".
In the opener the Wildcat s
could muster only two hits but
that was enough to pull out the
win. UNH rightfi~ lder Mim
Minich iello started out the
eighth inning by reachin g on
an error by the Vermon t pitcher.
She was sacrificed to second by
The UNH softball team swept a doubleheader from the University of Vermon
t Friday.(Charles catcher Lisa Buchalski and went
Smith, Jr. photo)
to thir_d wh~n Linda Couture .

W om en 's lac ro sse sq ua d du mp s Ea gle s

By Larry Kelly
ing against the Eagles, scoring
Senior co-capta in Sarah Kit- the first eight goals of the game.
tredge set a UNH school record
Pauline Collins scored just
with nine assists as the women' s 30 seconds into the contest
to
lacrosse team thrashed Boston give the 'Cats a 1-0 lead. Gero· College, 20-3 on Saturday.
mini then scored two goals, 32
Kittred ge's nine assists seconds apart, to put UNH
up
breaks Laurie Leary's record of 3-0 with 1:25 gone by.
eight set against Holy Cross last
The offensiv e barrage conseason. Kittred ge also scored tinued for UNH as they
had a
two goals.
8-0 lead with sixteen minutes
"Sarah did a very nice job of remainin g before BC finally
got
finding the open people off our on the board.
fast break," said Head Coach
Kittred ge scored her two
Marisa Didio.
goals just ten seconds apart to
The victory was the fourth give the Wildcat s a 10-1 lead
in five games for the Wildcats, with 10:50 remain ing
in the
who are currently ranked ninth half.
in the country.
Collins and Mary Ellen ClafSophom ore Karen Geromi ni fey each scored in the final
scored five goals for UNH and · minute of the half to boost
the
added one assist, despite playing UNH lead to 14-2. only ten minutes in the game.
The second half saw UNH
The Wildcats came out storm- score six goals as they worked

got two run3 in the fir3t .inning

but were shut down the rest of
the game by Geary, who struck
out three and walked four.
Down 2-0 the Wildcats began
chippin g away at the Vermon t
lead with a run in the second
inning. A two-out double by
Buchals ki, followed by an RBI
single by Lyn Holzma n accou_nted
for the run.
Singles by Couture , Heidi
Wentru p, Stacie Stewart , and
Buchalski, along with a walk to
·Dacey, resulted in a three-ru n
third inning which gave the
Wildcat s a 4-2 lead they would
never relinquish.
The -UNH offense , which
erupted for 11 hits in the game,
added two insurance runs in the
bottom of the fourth on consecutive singles by Couture, Cathy
Vickery , Geary and Dacey, to
close out the scoring for the
game.
.
Buchalski led the way in the
second game going three-fo rthree at the plate, while Couture
added two hits. Dacey and
Stewart had two RBIs apiece.
The Wildcat s (3-5) travel to
Keene State today to play a
doubleh eader. Vermon t swept
Keene St. last week so the
possibi lity of another UNH
sweep is there.

.,,.

on' offensiv e possess ion and keep our game mentalit y when
passing plays.
we are ahead by a lot."
Goalie Robin Balducc i was
UNH will host Northea stern
called on to make only two saves on Thursda y afternoo n at 3:30
for the game.
at Memori al Field (next to New
Kittred ge led ' all Wildca t Hampsh ire Hall).
scorers with 11 points. GeroGOAL LINES ... The 'Cats
mini had six points, while have been hot in their last three
Collins and Sandy Vander - games, scoring 53 goals while
Heyden each scored four goals. allowin g just 12 ... Geromi ni
Claffey finished the day with leads the squad with 21 goals
three goals.
. and nine assists for 30 points.
"Our hitting is coming
"This game was a good test Kittredg e now has 14 assists to
along,"
said Job, "and if we can
for us because we dominat ed the lead UNH ... Saturday afternoo n,
entire game and we needed to UNH will host UMass at 1 p.m. continu e to hit, get the strong
work on keeping our concen- in a very pivot.al game for New pitching and play solid defentration in that type of situation," England and national rankings. sively we'll do well over the rest
of the season."
said Geromi ni. "We have to

--- --D UN N- --- <continu ed from page 28)

wearing two or three pairs of
sweats during their workou ts,
but I didn't."
Since January , Dunn had put
in 90-110 miles per week in
training for the Boston Marathon, which included a weekly
long run as well as track workouts.
Dunn's time was almost nine
minutes slower than her previous outin~ at the Boston
Maratho n in 1983 when she
came in in 2:33:-36, howeve r
Nothrup , a thirty-fo ur-year- old

mother of three, bested her
fastest time by over nine minutes. 'Tm really happy that
Kathy did so well,"sa id Dunn.
"she only took up running three
years ago."
Dunn will be taking the next
month to recover from the race.
"I need the rest, because the race
was so intense, physica lly and
mentall y," said Dunn. "After
· that rest period I will begin to
concent rate of the shorter races
like the lOK's."

..,

Write sports for
Th e
Ne w Ha mp shi re

The Wildca t women 's lacrosse team humilia ted Boston College 20-3 Saturda
y afterno on at
Chestnut Hill. (Robin Stieff photo)
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Sports
Bas eba ll tea m tak es thr ee at Ver mo nt
By Steve Garabedian
The UNH baseball team
banged out 55 hits, producing
42 runs in their · three-game
weekend sweep of UVM. The
'Cats record now stands at 7~
1 overall and 3-0 in their league.
UNH currently has a six-game
winnins streak.
"With more weekends like,
this one," said UNH head ~oach
Ted Conner, "it will make
coaching easier."
In Saturday's doubleheade r,
the Wildcats crushed the Catamounts in the opener 19-3 and
eluded them in the nightcap 64. New Hampshire blanked
Vermont 17-0 in Sunday's game.
Dennis McCarthy (2-0) went
six innings and allowed just five
hits in Saturday ' s opener.
"McCarthy pitched well and was
helped out with the early lead,"
said Coach Conner.
UNH' s Bob Soucy opened the
game with a single to center and
moved to second on M-arty
Block's single to left. Mike
Shriner' s bunt single loaded the
bases and Steve Larkin's fielder's
choice combined with an error
by the shortstop produced a 20 lead in the first.
In the fourth, UNH scored·
three more times to widen its
lead to 5-0. Scott Chilson started
things off with a double and
Tom Ferrin's single moved him
to third. After Ferrin stole
second, Soucy singled to score
Chilson. Back-to-bac k singles
by Block and Shriner plated
Ferrin and Soucy.
With the game still relatively
close the Wildcats blew it open
in the fifth sending 17 batters
to the plate while scoring eleven
runs. Block highlighted the
inning with two, two-run singles.
In the nightcap, UNH again
took an early lead on a Stan
Jurkoic RBI double, but this was
short-lived. The Catamounts
clawed back for three runs on
three hits off of starter Steve
Salsman (2-0),
"Salsman had a rocky first
inning," said Coach Conner.
"but came back strong." Salsman
allowed only one more run in
the next five and two-thirds
innings as the UNH bats once
again produced.
In the fifth, the 'Cats scored
four times to regain the lead 6-

The UNH baseball team won all three games it played against the University of Vermont
and Sunday.(Charles Smith, Jr. file photo)
3. After one was out, Jurkoic said Conner. "Bergstein also second base.
The umpire thinking that
began it with a double and pitched well."
caught the ball, raised his
Soucy
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After
Larkin followed with a single.
Chilson's double scored both of first, New Hampshire scored arm indicating a putout and the
them. Jon Hoadley walked and four more times, highlighted runner was easily doubled off
Rich Wilkins advanced the by Chilson's two-run double in first.
"If we continue playing this
runners. Ferrin' s fielder's choice the third inning.
In the fifth frame, UNH put well we should be in most
scored Chilson, and Hoadley
came across on Soucy's single the game out of reach with games," said Conner.
another four-run outburst keyed
to climax the inning.
Salsman began the seventh by a Jurkoic two-run double.
strong by getting two outs on Jurkoic enjoyed his second five
two pitches, but then the trouble hit game of the season, going
5-6 with four RBI's.
began.
"Our pitching is good and our
A walk followed by Tremme's
double and an error by Jurkoic defensive play has been good
allowed one run. After walking except for one inning," noted ·
the next batter, Salsman was Conner. "Defensivel y we are
Langevin
relieved by Jon Gilbert who making the routine as well as By Steve
Durham, New Hampshire
finished the game with style by the spectacular plays in the
may only be a small town but
striking out John O'Sullivan • field."
One of the more spectacular, after yesterday's 89th running
with the bases loaded.
In Sunday's match-up, Tom as well as bizarre, plays hap- of the Boston Marathon it boasts
Charbono went seven strong pened in the Vermont series. two of the top six finishers in
innings allowing just four hits A ball was hit over leftfielder the women's division of that
and no runs, and Doug Bergstein Bob Soucy' s head with a runner. prestigious running event. Karcontinued the shutout as the on first base. The ball carommed en Dunn finished third with a
off the wall into Soucy's chest, time of 2:42:22 and training
'Cats routed Vermont 17-0.
"Charbano pitched great," who turned and fired it into partner Kathy Nothrup took
sixth.
The winner of the women's
division was Lisa LarsenWeidenback, a 23-year-old from
Marblehead , Mass., who led
from start to finish and broke
the tape in a time of 2:34:06.
By}. Mellow
Rutgers, and Brown. Yet it was two quick goals, within a one Lynne Huntington overtook
Three goals each by senior a strong-as-ev er UMass team minute span, and then tallied Dunn at the 25 mile mark and
co-captains Steve Giatrelis, that came to Durham to play three additional goals to slip held on for second with a time
of 2:42: 14. The men's winner
Steve Thomas and Barry Fraser yesterday and the Wildcats had ahead, 6-3.
However UNH hadn't come was defending champion Geoff
led the men's lacrosse team to to earn every goal they managed
Smith of Great Britain in
out on the field only to lose.
a monumenta l defeat of New to tally.
·Beginning at 5:16 of the 2:14:05. He was followed by
"We stuck together, we
England lacrosse power Masworked hard together," said second quarter, Thomas led an Gary Purtle of Ventura, Casachusetts yesterday, 16-14.
Giatrelis also tallied four head coach Ted Garber. "We unbroken seven-goal .scoring 1.(2: 19: ll)and Mark Helgeston
streak ~hich extended to 2:01 from Cincinnati, Ohio(2:21:15).
assists for seven game points, needed this one."
Though UMass' Richard Ab- of the tbird quarter and gave
giving him 105 career points
The race was run under mostanc,l placing him in the company bott was able to counter Gia- UNH arh 11-6 lead.
But UMass kept pressing, ly overcast skies fllrhough the
trelis' game opening goal at
of just twelve other Wildcats
11:35 into the first quarter, two scoring four goals to UNH's sun did find its way through the
to hit the 100 career points
end-of-the- quarter tallies by three during the remainder of clouds for short periods of time,
mark.
UMass, consistently ranked Fraser and junior Tom Snow put the third quarter, bringing the and the wind posed no poblems
score to 14-10 at the end of the for the runners, but according
among the nation's top twenty the Wildcats ahead, 3-1.
to Dunn, the high temperatures
broke
and
UMass came alive
teams, had slipped in rankings
took a lot out of the runners,
this year with defeats to Cornell, open the second quarter with M.LAX, page 26
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squad at Burlington Satu~day
UNH will play at Providence
College today and according to
Conner "we always have difficulty with them."
UNH will be home on Wednesday against Brown for a
doublehead er, with the first
game starting at 1:00 pm.

Dun n thir d at the
Bos ton Mar atho n
causing the times to be much
slower.
"The temperatur e was up
around 71 degrees at the finish
line," said Dunn. "It hurt my
performance quite a bit because
I'm not a good heat runner."
"I was happy with my place
but not with my time," said
Dunn, "but talking to some of
the runners after the race they
felt that the conditions had
added about five minutes to
their times. Geoff Smith was
at world record pace at the seven
mile mark but he couldn't maintain that pace in the heat. Its
too bad that after all the time
the runners put in training for
this race that the temperature
had to be so high," added Dunn.
Dunn, a twenty-two-year-old
who graduated from UNH last
May wi·t h a B.A. degree in
biology, ran in second place
from the start to the 25 mile
mark where Huntington made
her move and passed her. ·
"I wasn't as well acclimated
to the heat as Huntington was,"
said Dunn, "She did most of her
training in Houston, Texas
while I was here in New England. Some of the runners
around here do heat workouts,
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